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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO. AVEDNESDAY EVENING. JULY" 17. 1907.

VOL. 21. NO. 1G9.
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REPORT

Referee Charles V. Safford, New Mexico's Traveling Auditor, Renders
Statement to Third Judicial District
Court Showing That the Territory
Owes H. 0. Bursum,' Former Prison
Superintendent, the Sum of S4.333.56
and That Statements Compiled to
Show Bursum Was Short in Ac-
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Butte, Mont., July 17. When the
uninjured members of the train crew
of the North
Coast limited, the
crack passenger flyer of the Northern
pulled away the
I'acllio railroad,
timbers and bent iron from the side
of the engine caib after a derailment
three miles east of Uarrison this
morning, they discovered Engineer
James Graham, of Butte, sitting la
thg ta!b, dead, with one hand grasping the sand pipe lever and the other
He had
the airbrake controller.
been crushed, but not thrown from
ms seat.
The flyer was making Us usual
time, running nearly 70 miles an
hour, when it passed Garrison, which
is not a atop for this train.
Three
miles past that place, the big engine
suddenly left the rails, followed by
the two baggage cars, smoker and
day coach. The Pullmans remained
on the track.
Engine Overturned.
Plowing It way along the rails for
nearly 100 yards, the huge locomotive
rushed part ot Its machinery being
torn loose and striking the anginer'i
aide of the caib, causing the death
of Graham.
Suddenly the engine left the ties
and rolled down a steep embankment, turning almost completely
over. The baggage cars followed, one
turning completely over and the other resilikg on Its side. The smoker
went down on top of the second baggage car, but remained in an upright position, and the chair car lay
on Its side along the slope of the
embankment.
Few Serious Injuries.
Search was at once made by the
train crew and the passengers in the
or the day coach and
I'uinnans,
smoker, and while every passenger
was more or less bruised, none were
killed or even seriously Injured, in
the baggage cars, one of the employe
was Berlously hurt by a trunk falling
across his body, and the others were
bruised.
The fireman had time to Jump and
escaped almost without injury, but
the engineer remained In the cab,
after throwing on the air and doing
all In his power to stop the train.
It was due to his action that the
wreck caused death only to himself.
Had he followed the fireman froia
the cab, be would have left the train
to plunge to certain death, but, until the broken
mauhinery crushed
him to death, he eased the speed
down as fast as possible, and thus
saved his train of human freight
from nothing more thun serious injury.
So tight had he gripped the sand
valve and air brake lever that his
fingers had to be torn loose before
his body could be carried out.
He
was badly mutilated,
having been
crushed across the body and some
heavy piece of the machinery
had
struck him on the head, crushing his
skull.

order to get to the mine.
He said that Vincent St. John was
the head of the Tellurlde union at
tlhat time. The witness next told of
negotiating with at. John to have the
firing stopped, and said he reached
an agreement with htm.
Made an Agreement.
Sackett said that aa a result of the
negotiations he had with St. John.
an agreement between Edgar A. Col
lins, assistant manager oi the mine,
and St. John of the union, was
drawn up and signed. The agreement was offered In evidence and although the defense objected.
the
Judge allowed It to be tiled.
This agreement was dated Julv 3.
1901. In It Collins agrees to cease
work on the mine for a period of
three days, and the miners agree to
retrain from violence lor the same
period.
Why Troops Were Called.
The witness tnen told of the killing
of Arthur Collins, superintendent of
the mine, the disappearance of several miners in the district, and various other disorders. He said these
men were afraid to work and many
of them were shot at on their way
to me mines.
It was because of these conditions
that troops were brought into the
district and marlal law proclaimed.
Un cross examination. Sackett said
the trouble in 1901 lasted only three
uays. men tne agreement went Into
effect and the matter waa settled.
Everything continued peaceful In
the district until late In 1903 didn't
it?" asked Attorney Itlchardson.
'Well, there was a sort of armed
neutrality."
A Sonoml Contract.
Richardson read the witness and
Jury another agreement entered Into
July 6, 1901, by the mine and the
union. It set forth that the differences between the mine and the union had been amicably adjusted, the
union expressing "entire disapproval
of the recent outrages," and agreeing not to molest other union or
n
workers. Ilichardson asked if this agreement was not In ef
fect up to the general strike of
J JVJi
. "Ostensibly,"
replied the witness.
Asks Suite to Hurry
The witness Justified the action of
the citizens In taking the law in
own hands and deporting men. their
He
said It was necessary and that they
had the "law of self defense" to support them. He said that since the
everything had been
deportations,
quiet and satisfactory In the district.
At the luncheon recess Judge Wood
announced that if possible, he desired
the state to close Its rebuttal case
during the afternoon.
Will
non-unio-
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ivingunm. wnicn quickly came to
end under the pressure of adverse
public opinion, had a sensational
in the assize court today when
William Hesketh. a liberal member
of parliament, secured a Judgment
for damages of ilioO.OOtl and costs
the Harmstvorth newspapers,
aualnst
th- - Mill and the News,
for libels
uiill.med by them during t lie course
of Ihe controversy that followed the
el
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tlon.

a hearing lasting two days
nuants to, lay suddenly with- ana
fuea. oi justification
agreed to pay the amount demanded.
Ivever. It Is declared, took a leading
part in the efforts to establish the
soap combine.
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Nt. IiOiiis Wool Market.
St. Louis, July 17. Wool steady.
Territory and western mediums 21(iji
26e; fine medium 17(illc; tine 14
16c.

In Such

Event According to

His-

tory Ruler of Country Must
Accede to Request In
Favor of Crown
Prince.
Seoul. Korea. July 17. Following
a cabinet meeting yesterday, which
lasted four hours, the premier had
an audience with the emperor In the
evening, continuing In close confer
ence for three hours.
It transpired that the premier had
made a strongly worded representation of the gravity of the situation
caused by his majesty's sending a
deputation to the peace conference
at The Hague, and asked the emperor to abdicate In favor of the .
crown price, and to proceed to Tokio
and apologise to the emperor
of
- v- ' '" Japan, '
The Korean emperor
wade no
definite reply to the proposition.
Will Accede to Demand.
While the emperor has given out
no statement aa to his Intentions, it
Is generally regarded by those close
to him, that he will abdicate within
the next few days, and declare in
his final proclamation, that his son
Is the emperor.
He cannot, under the strict rule of
government
to In this1 country, refuse toadhered
give tiff the throne am
his Intimate counsellors do not be- - ;
lleve that he will deviate from thai
custom, as to do so would mean political and probable physical death.
t- -

--

Must Abdicate.'
Toklo, Japan, July 17. --Although
Korea is under an absolute monarchy, a democratic custom has existed since the olden days, of demanding the retirement from the throne
of any sovereign whose conduct ha
endangered
the national
welfare.
When this demand Is made In proper form by the cabinet ministers, the
emperor Is morally bound to abdi
cate.
In days past It Is said that he also
committed suicide Immediately after
abdication.

T
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ABOUT FISHING

Old Controversy With Great
Britain Is Being

Considered.

Washington, D. C, July 17. The
approach of the first of August.
marking the beginning of the new
herring fishing season on the coasts
of Now Kouudland, Is a matter of
great concern to the state department, for it finds that the n.lieries
E controversy
between America and
(ireat liritaln Is in a most confused
and unsatisfactory shape.
The modus Vivendi entered
Into
IS REFUSED BY
last year by the terms of which great,
ly against the wish of
the New
Koundlanders,
American
fishermen
were permitted to ply their vocation
unmolested oft the shore of that land,
expired with the close of the Ashing
season.
Indications today are that It will
be difficult to reach any permanent
of the trouble, and the
Consider Nothing But settlement
whole effort of the negotiation Is apparently
concentrated
for the moInviolability of Property
ment on drafting
some
form of
mouus Vivendi to guard against the
at Sea.
development
of
a friction
that
might have serious results.
The New r'oundlanders have suga reference of the whole subThe Hague, July 17. A Vote upon gested
ject to the conllicting treaty and
the principle of the American
legislative action to the permanent
,t"",
th9 "lability of Hague tribunal, and our government
is not averse to such arrangement
under limitations.
me
ui conference
dealing with the (Jeneva. convention.
Twenty-on- e
delegates voted favor- ELKS WILL MEET IN
ably, eleven were against the measure, and there was one absentee.
DALLAS NEXT YEAR
(Jieat
liritaln,
Frunce.
Russia,
Japan, Spain and Portugal were In
opposition, while the triple alliance,
Philadelphia.
17.
Pa., July
although Germany made a reserva- - massed band parade with all thA
bauds playing the same music at the
wus a"'"ir the majority.
time, one of the three big fealielgium presented a compromise same
tures of Klks' week, took place toproposal but Joseph H. Choate, of day.
Kvery
musical organization
the American delegation, refused to participating in the
numaccept It. saying that inasmuch as bering more than 40 bands, with
members, was iu line.
the majority admitted the principle
After the parade most of the visit- oi immunity, ne could not consent to Ing K!ka and their ladles went to the
a limitation of this Idea, esneciallv various imrlm In a... I ah,,,,, , v- .as ureal llrltain and Kussla already where special entertainments had
had declared that they would not been provided.
the grand lodj
accept It In any form. This made meeting yesterday AtDallas.
Texas.
u
unanimity impossible.
as
thostm
J
the next meeting place.
1.-- 5o
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World's Youngest Aeronaut
Soars to Dizzy Heights
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CUT PRICES ARE NOW ON THE BILL
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CABINETS

saves more steps than a bicycle

HQOSIER KITCHEN CABINET
Tikti

the plice ol

Winter's lingering in the lap of Spring did it. Perhaps you remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the

tarje

Pantry. Cupboard and Table,

assortment ust received.

W. W. FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
I

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

1
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SIERRA
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three months "before the courts. Many
people are buying to the border of
buyln
"
the state and then
state
terstate trips, whlah "wells
sales, thereby minimizing, apparent- - the state.
a a

BELONGS TO

BAGGAGE

checkers
MUST PAY

whole story.
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YOUNO DIXON FLYINO AMONG
THK CLOUDS IN HIS SKY

Columbus, Ohio, July 17. The
youngest aeronaut In the worl'l and
the first to invent Hnd fly a sky bicycle, in Cromwell Dixon,
non of Mn. Cromwell Dixon, of this
city. The boy has marie Rood Dy
fiyina; his alrBhip over Columbus at
the height of a mile,
Young Dixon had hardly outgrown
,
ehrtB wnen n8 lnventlve
,
attracted attention. His moth- er encouraged him in every way
he spent a small fortune to fit up
a good workshop. The boy tinkered
along for several years, making vari
ous ingenious devices.
Finally, he built a sky bicycle con- I
l t In it of
- a. lean hair. i5eneatn wnlcn is
i

HARRH?
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DIXON,

STUDY

OF

INVENTOR.
ventor awoke to find himself famous.
He was one of the successful aeronauts of the world.
Nerve?
The little fellow doesn't
know what fear is. During one of
when 400 feet in the air.
his
the escape valve in the gas bag re- fused to work. He coolly climbed
out on the fraime and fixed It.
Dixon has Invented another
nl.Dhln . n ha n.nnnllixl llV A mfltftf.
day. when
his mother
some
and
thinks he Is old enough, he will give
it a trial.
flle-hts-

Proud English Title Gave Small Joy
to Young American Beauty

I
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Stomach

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
But sell the atralght article aa received by us from tne best
laerlee,
Distilleries and Breweries In tae United SUt a. Call aad lnipaet
Stock and Prices, or write (or Illustrated Catalogue and Irie Uat.
Issued to dealera only.

vVeill
I-eL-irxt!

I't

paiier ami paint your
guaranteed.
Satisfaction
Prompt attention to ninll orders,
house.

...,

i

good, coi.n rtoor BEEf
mrs
WAIION'S DKl'ti STOKIi

m

621 North

"T";.

.

SouUiwestern Brewery

with Raube and Mauser
Office, 115 North First 8C
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

8

THE TROUT SEASON IS NOW OPEN
We now operate the Pecos Hancli (formerly the Sparks ranch)
at the headwaters of the Pecos river, where we can accommodate
fifteen guests.

We can accommodate twenty-fiv- e
gue-K-s
at The Valley Ranch.
Will send our wagons to meet any train at Glorieta, if notified by letter or telegraph. Are prepared to carry comfortably parties of any
number to any and all points on the river. Write for rates.
Address letters to Pecos, N. M. . Telegrams addressed to ns at
Glorieta wUl be telephoned to as without delay.

.

THE VALLEY RANCH

3.
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Don't Forget The

COAL

ALBUQUERQUE

Don't Count the Cost

You

PLANING

MILL

Ti

smmsmmmsmmm

THE OLDEST MILL IN TOE CITY. I
lent American Block, per ton.. $6.50
When In need of sasfi. door, frames. Anthracite
when eating our pies, cakes ana
Nut, per ton
$8.50
etc.
specialty.
Screen
work
403
a
comparison
pastry, for It's small in
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
Telephone
South
street.
403.
First
per
ton
$9.50
with the satisfaction you gain. The
day you start using the products of
our bakery will be a red letter one
Mark It up this
on your calendar.
day.

If You Want A

RIONBaZm BAKERY
807 South First Buret

Plumber

1

MEN AND WOMEN.

n

I'm BiffttforanOBturftl

I t t 4avO
UUrUM

a

pi ulcartuoui
of mueoua rucmbraiiM.
rritaUioo

ful or poisonottt.

THttVmUHtMtCAlWJ.
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A Ice Company.
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to-tn-

PffttC

Phone No. 483

DIAMOND

MAUGEP

A Bit of Vaudeville

cut-olT-

First Street.

WOOL
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o
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J. D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Co.
South Second and Load

Mexico City and return S40.2S. June
8 to 15 incliiNlve. I. unit August
31. 1007.
Norfolk, Va.. and return, 15 day limit.
day, $7Z.so; seasor
sixty
$58.76:
limit. Dec. 15th. $87.45.
Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Fuebw
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. 30. 1907. Return
limit Oct. 31. 1907.
T. E. PURDT, Agent.

v

Paper!
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W. E.

io outfit tho

ther standard krands of whiskies too numerous ta msntlen.

Week.
rugs. Ingrain
Seamless tapestry
carpets (large assortment) brass and
Iron beds, linoleums, iioosier jvuenen
Cabinets, China and glassware. Fu- trelle Furniture Co.

.

l

arch, and

o

..

0IOMI.

most fo$ttdloaa bar oomploto
Hsve been appointed exclusive agents In tht touthwctl far Jea. t.
Schlitz, Wm. kemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayar'a Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon-

New Arrivals for tin

OF ItOSSI.YX.
a lieutenant In the Royal Horse
guards and an officer In the English
force which relieved Dadysmtth during the Uoer war. Poverty forced
him to go to work, first as a war
respondent and later as an actor.
(Mies Robinson began life as an
artists' model, and then went on the
stage, where she attracted much at
uavv uecn vim neu . riuiL'll'i VOrCe
m..'i'
.. ivibiiiii
tention because of her grand beauty
to rlca; Artlc
to Argos; Tull to
Nkckerson, rormeriy vjvu 1.-...- .
'
The
Rosslyn
is
of
earl
formerly
was
who
and
Carls-lookeIt was then that she met the earl.
Central.
d
Truli; Meadows to Wade, and
the Mexican
upon as thoroughly familiar- bad to Carl. These are flag stationa
touch with existing con- wllh a pa8Sng track.
and In oloseMexico,
.
a
was recently made
ditions In
and is
Engineer Osborne and Fireman
general manager of the road enlargeWhelan, stationed at Wlnslow on tho
naw directing the work of
Albuquerque division, were awarded
ment that is now a In progress.
ten merit each for turning their
1LATKS
glne over to another crew tied up at OaK)OOaOOOa0OOOO
of accident,
iVlLXi CONFUSE.. McC'lUan, on account
-and- roinir in the wcnA rtf uj'fii1tnt
July
IT
comusio.i
Chicago.
The
,
.
.
..
,w
.
JlpAn.
iciiucmih (omnuic
twhwwn state and Interstate
passenger rates Is likely to continue
Mexc0 dvl8lon between Lamy and
pas- - UojTllllKO
time, according
for somerepresentatives
widened, and the
to
or ranroaaa graiie ,g are
enger
to be rased at a COMt ot
.
..n..
i,
.niaHm in Chicaao. It is empnair.
that tne pleted ,,ne divi8lon
tloally denied, however.
wln be ballasted
v
v
irnigupon the basis of I I
AUbuquerque
railroaas are rates
. a to a Katon.
In interstate
Bridge
on the Albuquerque
1 cents in order to punish tne puo-- 1 I
lie for insisting upon a reduction ox I division between this city and Wins-th- e
rates.
low,
state
present
pile and frame
at
a
various
that the worn en--01I i structure. Is to be repluced by a
It Is explained
paMsenger tariffs for the
crete bridge, containing two arches.
examine, is a uw uIThe cost of the lm
tire west, forproportions.
Idea
Home
tllnated at $17,000.
tremendous
a a
thaiI
nf the dlfflculty under which
year
will
laiboring
this
Sven mechanical coaling stations
railroads are
i are to be erected
mm
statea
is
along the Eastern
it
when
gathered
be
on which the ex- - I Hallway of New Mexico, usually call- there are few roads
d
publlca-l."
the "Belen
The stations
penue for the year for the
than $25,-- 1 are to be erected by the Hoberts &
Hon of tariffs will be less many
large I tschafer Contracting company of Chl- 000, and tlhat there are
Say, Osgur, I dlt nod know der ocean wass salt."
systems where the expense win ooicago.
"Id aln'd, Adolf. Id Iss vater, ha, ha, ha!"
a
fniir times this sum. To charge a II
"You are too freshness."
Thomas Maddovk, a civil engineer
tariff which contains several hundred
"Veil, der ocean aln'd."
I
tutirea is a difficult and tedious task. employed by the Santa Fe, and a"I noticed dot. Somebotty musd haf bathed In Id gesterday."
am fw rate exierts In theCOrns of the engineering force yeiTh.r. compared
"Here iss von ding 1 like abouid surf bathing. Id tans you so nicely."
to the number terday began surveying
the local
rnuntrv
" mt n ess, can'd you keep from talking shop. Forged der tannery."
new
Nhop
revision
a
tariff
plans
for
yards,
to
make
in
the
now
needed
"Ah. dere iss a girl making wafes ad us."
It Is Impossible to create II track leading to the round house.
and
work,
"Itosh! She Is nod efen in such an ocxin, ha. ha, ha!"
a a
,,, h
tocceut by long year
ir--i
of sea veed?"
"Vot do you belief iss der uselessn-sI
Hallway
According
Gazette
to
the
training.
of
"I don'd know, unless id Iss to grow ocean currents."
July, New Mexico possesses 13,- are not comiielled tolfor
Th.
lofely
beach?"
iss a
"lon't you dink adiss
put in interstate rates on the basis II DUO aiiuare miles of coal land. The
pltyp It iss cofered mlt sant."
Aln'd id
"Yess.
only mine
by a railroad and
of 2 cents a mile, it Is explained, and
mudder-In-lamy
ouid on der beach der odder
blaylng
was
mil
"I
are doing so purely In the Interest of J In full operation Is the small mine day and burled her in der sand. I cofered her all bud her head."
m
n
putillo and of uniform rates.
ifrniiui.
fhe
"All but her heud?"
,o
noouurv in the Drat Instance I
"Yess."
secure Dermlsslon from the Inter-- I I The Santa Fe Employes' Magazine
"Fool!"
pages
to the air brake
devotes three
lata fMiinnifn1!' ct nnmlSNlon to change
"Say, dot ould yonder Iss a lightship."
notice, and this I instruction car tmti6 which was here
the rates on short
"Ah, yess, yess. 1 oxpect dot Iss why Id don'd sink."
anu wnu-win return soon,
permission was given only a few days I recently,Dewing,
1ey are going to haf a clam buke tonlghd."
general air brake in- igo. All of the railroads here insist C, E.
"I don'd belief Id. 1 haf nod heard a clam since I haf been here."
of this car.
not received any coin-- I- I siructor, is in charge
that they have
a a a
"Such a idloclty! Clams Iss a pairfect silence."
iuin. ruui. riiinir fniilittea for check"Vot iss der use of a clam, anyhow?
John Emmerwon and It. T. Pea- Ing baggage and rebuying tickets body,
"Why. ids shell Iss goot to make pearl buddons ould of."
demonstrators at the To- where slate and Interstate fares come peka bonus
"Ah. I vlll sent some clams to my brudder; he iss a shellworker."
passed through Albu- Even if complaints uuerqueoffices, night
Into conflict
you going to stay here till der tide comes In?"
"Are
W'lnsen
to
route
last
could
they
explain,
they
were made
'How you talk! How can der tide come in unless id iss untlde."
Ariz., and Uakerslield, Cal., on
hardly be exeted to spend a lot of low,
He left his clothes In der bath
"Lilt you hear abouid Goozlemeyer?
money to enable the purtdlc to "beat" a pleasure trip.
house, und dey stolde dem."
"Ha, ha, ha! Kerfes him rlghd. liey don'd get my clothes."
"teTst-t- e
erf
coast line
Fireman Pierce
rate.
"Why. blease?"
.....
t
frelKli...uMiufl tit., la laving pft pn
- - i.., ,.n iinttr mv t 'ri'i ir cnH " (Slap, crash, bang!)
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars

combined with the greatest known tonlo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol for
dyspepsia does not only relieve Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
helps all stomach trouoies cy cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. Ball, ol Rivemwood, W, Vi.,
" I wit troubled with sour stomach for twenty yurs,

dur-Paclfi- c,

..rip-rappln-

WMOLKBALK

Cough
Kennedys
Laxative
Use
Syrup. Contains no opiates. It drives
the cold out of the system by gently
moving the bowels. Contains Honey
and Tar and tastes nearly as good as
maple syrup. Children like it. boio
by J. H. O' Rlelly Jt Co.

i

O. Bachecal,

BTtoeess ors to
MEL'.NI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

WITTS KIDNEY and BLADDER PILLS tin na kk)
Preparad by E. O. DeWITT ft CO., OhlcagS)
CO.
SOLO BY J. 1.

ra

Chas. Mellnl,

President.

ng

...
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Consolidated Liquor Company

No aDDetlta. loss ol strength, nenrot
hasdacha. eonstlDatlon. bad breath.
eeneraJ debility, sour risings, and catarrh
, ,he 8tomaoh U9 al duo to Indigestion,
Kodol relieves Indigestion. This new ditcoy-Youof dlgea.
represents tne
urii Juices
.
. .
"

nu.

ridnits
for ackachiwiak
thy

"M''

.ja

3. D. Eakln. President.
O. Oloml, Vic

forbebT."
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Sour

Kodol cured me and we are now uatnc it 10 ml

"ed
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LOOK AT MY WINDOW

FOR PRICES

1

FARE.
El Paso. Tex., July 17. As the
anti-pabecoming
is
better
law
,
.
.
i
Known to ine oiucmm ui me
ruiua u"Pen,ded
'
passes
operating In Texas, additional
are Included in the list of those to
be recalled. The Texas & Pacific
ih.
was marie the
the passenger conductors vice carried
the boy Rracefu ly aloft,
passes presented I
honor
to
refuse
guided It about
and
He
maneuvered
i
i
i...
&
haeiraire. Anally descending to be embraced by
n.irr,.,
,..111 ft.A nnml.tA.l
S
his mother who exclaimed, "I knew
"
Railroad King Said to Control T.
enter trains to checX baggage only I'"".
The next morning the young In- when they have the proper trans
Mexican Line to
portation or mileage.
The Q. H. & 8. A. system has also
Issued a joint circular stating that on
Pacific.
, account
of the Texas laiw, the con
tract with newspapers and land and
11JUiy
lnB '
MeXlCO City.
The. 11. kavo lu.,ioH ii form nt
Grande, Sierra Madre and Pacific was j 000 and somlie tickets for this
capital
Us
class of tmfflc, and these will be
recently organized and
used In place of the passes which
.
build- have been Issued In the past.
oT 1U
the' rrVinK
.
Greene, ol
plans. Col. W.
In
MOVEMENT OF COKE
weW known copper
New York, the
K)IGL.H SMELTERS,
magnate. Is ostensibly
'
Dougla.
Ariz.. July 17. The heavy
on
of the road but it Is
movement
coke
that ha bee px
good authority that E. H. Harrimau
ted oyer the ea8tern division of
Is in control o
&
Bl Paso
Southwestern has beT, the
gun to arrive and there are 700 cars
lts reorganization. down"f"lm".flJ"
building a lallroad
B)llng9 and maln 4lna
ranue Qn
The R o
eagtern dlvjaton.
coast of Mexico.
are 1,400
There
,
and Paclnc will onnecl carg Jn the ent)re
Sierra Madre
nt tnat na8
gent
QUt fpQm tne Dawgon cohe
with this new line, thereby
been
mil ? .
U
coa, fle,ds and the yardg an)J
the Harriman system a short and
isiaies ftnd
rect route between
umean
con.
ldlnKS at
are
of this country. geMed
and the Paclnc .coast
wUh the car9
City,
(The Kansas
Mlco
Is coming from the Daw- This
coke
Orient and the Hlo ,arnJe' 'ffS son & Colfax county coal fields and
s
shiTrped to Tucumcari
Madre and Pacific
over the
they run is
DaWBOn branch and from there sent
each other In the sense that
greater pari d,rect o the DoUB,a8 Rmelters. The
close together. For the
at the distance they will run wltnin coal ,8 dipped west for tne URe of
not less man i" ii.ocons . . j. wiai. I the mines and smelters, although the
laereu
Bi(rt,ee nlnes are usln oU for fuel
But when the afact is
h.i tramiw reeion inai is traffic In
greater part of their power
pIant8'
ly populated and that their
I
prlnbe
must
come
to
for a long time
re- Among the many new locomotive
ci pally transcontinental it will be the
ordered Dy uie Santa Fe are 30 Mal- allied that the rivalry between
inor
less
two roads will be more
lett compounas to be used over the
divide tne naton mountains. These are, in fact,
tense. They will evencamps
of tne two ensrines m one, Fir8t come th
business of the mining
region through which they puss wltn cynnder8i uhs other engines, then
eight drivers, then another pair of
each other.
cylinders followed by eight mora
Rumor Credited.
making four cylinders and
line of the dr'vers.
The new Pacific coast originate
a 1 drivers in all. They are much
will
interests
Srge amount
al traffic l:i u.Mi- - ""Ker than the Santa Fe's present
mot.ster locomotives known as de- Uon tohe port business that it will
, .
btaln by touching at ropoioooniv". I
Altanta, aiazanan anu ouu ria.
A work train has been put on the
will be In position to turn all of its Santa Fe track between Klncon and
traffic destine. io me
V'
u,KUna especially to repair the dam
eastern portion or
'"
done to It between those sta-t- o
the Rio
by the swollen Rio Grande
thereby shutting the Kansas tions
,n
pre9ent summer. The work.
vniy, m
men are doing w hat Is known as
"
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very business which: it has been flV..
the track for the pur- 17.
mnrA
Or
urlng on nanaiing
pose of repairing the damages done I A New York. July
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credence given in ..
m.rlnn ti i,o
Th.u toi ?with1
1
Harri-the report that the
Mexico
onslauirhta from th Ernrllsh
mi.
("on CrinrdeeU8ferrra
h""r- not neieasarily bring
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DRY CEDAR

PINION

AND

TORNILLO.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.

Telephone No. 61 John S. Beaven

The Standard

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
Household Goods
right.
Keep busy until you find
Standard Plumbing & Healing Co

fanr drtttrirlat for
ry Us

if Its ---cannot

WOOD

Star Furniture Co.
2I4W.
Whip"8""'".

Geld Ave.

Muicn
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Weather Bureau Says Conditions Were Normal
Past Week.
Santa Fe, N". M., July 1. The
weekly report of the weather bureau
The temperature and sunshine of
the past week were near the normal.
The days were warm and pleasant,
as a rule, belnK clear durlnjr the forenoon, and partly cloudy and threatening during the afternoon, as Is
customary at this season of the year.
The nights were rather cool. The
considerably
precipitation averaged
below the normal.
There were almost daily thunderstorms In the more
mountainous regions .but there was
little or no irecipitatlon over the
plains, except In the east central
counties near the Texas border,
where there were heavy but badly
distributed showers on the 10th. 11th,
and 12th. There Is some complaint
of drouth In the southern and western counties. There appears to be
ro shortage of Irrigation water except
tn a few isolated districts.
The following notes, selected from
the reports received this week, will
give the conditions more In detail:
Albert, Union county, H. M. Hanson The protracted spell of hot, dry
weather has finally been somewhat
relieved by afternoon thunderstorms,
but the accompanying rainfall has
temThe highest
been Irregular.
perature was 99; lowest, 69; total
precipitation, 0.50 Inch.
Woomfleld, San Juan county Fred
LeClerc The weather has been
threatening, with thunder nearly
every day, but the total rainfall has
been very light In this Immediate region.
The highest temperature was
102; lowest, 64; total rainfall, 0.02
Inch.

1

Cambray, Luna county F. S. Case
There has been no rain here but a
heavy shower passed a few miles
north of here on the 11th. The highest temperature was 104; lowest 70.
Carlsbad. Eddy county Raymond
De Pue The weather has been much
cooler during the past week. There
were light showers on the 8th, 9th
and 10th. amounting to 0.09 Inch.
The highest temperature was 104;
lowest, 64.
Peming, Luna Co. W. Holllngs-wort- h
There has been no rain during the week. The highest temperature was 97; lowest, 63.
Dulce, Rio Arriba county F. E.
James There has been no rain during the past week, and the days have
been generally clear.
The highest
temperature was 92; lowest, 41.
El Paso. Texas U. S. Weather
Bureau The weather has been part-J- y
cloudy, with light showers toward
the end of the week. The highest
temperature was 98; lowest 68; rainfall 0.10 Inch.
Elizabethtown, Colfax county J.
F. Carrlngton There have been daily
showers In this vicinity light In the
valley but heavy In the mountains.
The highest temperature was 78;
lowest, 36; rainfall, 0.05 Inch.
Espanola.
Rio Arriba county
Frank D. McBrlde There have been
almost daily showers during the past
week. The highest temperature was
91: lowest. 49; rainfall, 0.62 Inch.
Frisco, Socorro county J. R.
The weather has been hot and
dry, and we are badly In need of
rain, although there have been good
showers In the vicinity.
county Jackson
Union
Folsom.
Tabor The weather of the past week
has been warm and pleasant, with
equable day and night temperatures.
heavy thunderThere have been
storms to the north and south, but
the rainfall at the station has been
very light. We have not had a good
rain since the last day of May. The
soil Is dry. and we are threatened
with a shortage of water. The highest temperature was 84; lowest, 60;
rainfall, 0.03 Inch.
Fort Bayard, Grant county Surgeon In charge The weather
has
been generally cloudy, with a good
rain on the 11th. The highest temperature was 90; lowest 57; rainfall
0.33 inch.
Fort Stanton. Lincoln county J.
E. Bergman There has been no rain
during the week. The highest temperature was 93; lowest 45.
Fort Wlngate, McKinley county
burgeon In charge There has been
during
almost dally showers
the
week, but the total rainfall was light.
The highest temperature was 84;
lowest, 50; rainfall, 0.28 Inch.
Gage, Luna county E. P. Tllley
The weather has been pleasant but
very dry. The highest temperature
was 97; lowest 62.
Glen, Chaves county Mary Cooley
The weather
has been partly
cloudy, with only a very light rain.
The highest temperature was 10 1;
lowest. 59; rainfall, 0.03 Inch.
Lake Valley, Sierra county Wm.
P. Kell The weather has been
some clouds, and a good
to
shower on the 11th amounting
0.22 Inch.
Miguel
county
Las Vegas, San
Dr. William Curtlss 'Bailey There
has been considerable rain In thi
mountains during the week; much
less at the station but sufficient. The
days have been pleasant and the
nights cool. The highest temperature was 94; lowest, 46; rainfall 0.41
inch.
Logan. Quay
W.
county W.
Moore
The temperature has been
very even during the week, with local thunder showers in the vicinity,
and 0.33 inch at the station. The
t
highest temjx?rature wus 94;
60.
Lordsburg, Grant county W. E.
Moore
The weather was warm with
high winds during the fore part of
the week, cooler, with les wind, dur
ing the latter iirt. There were goou
n
the 11th and 13th,
showers
amount to 0.30 Inch.
Manuelito, McKinley county W.
A. L. Tarr The weatner has
been
cloudy, with a light rain on the loth.
Monument, Eddy county J. M.
t'ook There has been no rain during
the week, but the weather has been
partly cloudy. The highest tempera
ture was 1 till lowest, 6.
Mountalnair. Torrace county Win.
paK,. u has been cloudy during the
week, with n light rain on the 11th
The highest temperature was 91
lowest 76: rainfall u.17 Inch.
Nara Visa, ljuay county Wlllard
Relknap It was dry and warm dur
ing the first of tne weeK, mia vegetation was suffering from drouth, but
the heavy rains during the nights of
Wednesday and rnursuay inorougniy
relieved the conditions. The highest
MI1-lig- an

cool-er.wl-

low-ea-

th

94; lowest, 57; rainfall, 2.78 Inches.
Red River, Taos county R, V.
IVnn There have been almost dally
rains. There Is still some snow on the
highest mountains. Total rainfall,
1.00 inch.
Rincon. Dona Ana county W. A.
Foote The weather has been partly
cloudy, with a good shower on the
Uth. The highest temperature was
99: lowest. 60; rainfall 0.23 Inch.
Roclada. Snn Miguel county John
A. Rudulph
There has been no rain
to the northeast, east snd southeast
of the station, but almost dally rains
here. The weather has been warm
and pleasnnt between showers. The
highest temperature was 79; lowest,
42: rainfall, 0.90 inch.
Rnsedale. Socorro county W. It.
Martin There have been light showers almost every day during the
week. The highest temperature was
85: lowest. 65; rainfall 0.14 inch.
San Rafael. Valencia county Dr.
Chas. M. O rover The weather has
been hot, dry and dusty, but there
have been rains in the neighboring
Water holes are drying
mountains.
up fast, hut as yet there has been no
serious suffering from the drouth.
The highest temperature was 93; lowest 60.
Santa Fe, Santa Fe county U. S.
Weather Bureau There have been
almost dally thunderstorms during
the past week, and the weather has
been warm and pleasant, with rather
cool nights. The showers have been
somewhat heavier In the mountains.
Streams are carrying a fair amount
of water. The highest temperature
was 83 on the 8th; lowest, 50 on the
16th: rainfall, 0.14 inch.
Valley. Union county Mary Smith
The weather was dry and hot until
the shower of the 11th, and the good
rain of the 12th, amounting to 1.26
inches.

Territorial
Topics

.

Tucson, Arizona, voted $50,000
bonds for new school houses Tuesday
by a vote of 153 for to 1 against.
The Remsburg
Mercantile com
pany at Raton. N. M., has bought out
the Cohn Bros. Mercantile Co. The
stock of the new company is $250,- -

000.

John Cummins, 63 years of age, a
well known prospector in the copper
fields throughout Arizona, was committed to the territorial asylum for
the Insane at Phoenix.
Tombstone, Ariz., the case of
the United States vs. W. D. Semple,
charged with sending obscene literature through the mails, went to the
Jury at 6:30 p. m., In the United
States district court. After being out
about an hour a verdict of acquittal
was rendered.
At

I. Jones, of Duquesne, Ariz.,
been granted a permit to en-

James

has

close and cultivate twenty acres within the Huachuca National forest and

maintain a dwelling house, and the
necessary outbuildings and fences to
protect growing crops, for the purpose of making a home for himself
and family,

.1
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BALDRIDGE

OKAUtm IN NATIVK AND CHICAGO LUMBK
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

LOOD PURIFIERS a

PAINT

S

Covers more, looks

aWlTT'S

Paint Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.

FIRST STREET

specific;

AND COAL AVE. ALUCQCERQCE,

o

317-31-

Haynes, jailer at Alamogor-do- ,
shot himself
In the left knee.
He went out to
shoot a skunk which was trespassing
In the rear of the jail and had taken
one shot at the animal, and In some
way while holding the gun at his side
pulled the trigger. The ball shattered the knee cap.
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Albuquerque
New Mexico
A. C. HILICKE

and JOHN

8. MITCHELL lnrite their friends to male
New Mexico headquarters at

The Hollenbectt Hotel
Los
Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guest Is a. pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cat
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach Una cars atop at the Hollenbeck door.
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Foundry and
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Machine Works jj
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Iron and Brass Castings: Ore, Coal and Lumber Can;
Inga, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit

fronts for Buildings.

O

HWtatr o Mining mm mill
Foundry east side of railroad track.

THE
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m BpomlBtty
Albuquerque, N. 1

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

health-producin-

C. H.

S. Second St.

9

Phone

g.

o

NEW ttKX.

G.L. Keppeler

t

health-sustainin-

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDINO
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lima, Cement,

For more than forty years S. S. S. lias worn the crown of
THE GREAT
public approval and has been recognized as the King of Blood
clcco minztL
Purifiers.
It has demonstrated its ability to CURlv in
thousands upon thousands of cases of blood and skin diseases
until it is regarded today as the most reliable and safest of all
blood medicines.
Pure blood means strong, vigorous bodies, well nourished
SSL,:
f:
V.
srstems, steady nerves, and all the machinery of life working in
harmony with nature thus insuring perfect health. Impure or dise.ised blood means the
opposite of all this; any impurity, humor or poison in this vital fluid acts injuriously on
the system and affects the general health. Pustular eruptions, pimples, rashes and the
various skin affections show that the blood is in a feverish and diseased condition, as the
result of too much acid or the presence of some irrigating humor. Chronic Sores and
Ulcers are the result of morbid, unhealthy matter in the blood, while Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison, etc., are all deep-seate-d
blood disorders that continue to
grow worse as long as tne poisons winch produce them remain i:i the bl:ooa.
All blood troubles are not acquired.
TIIOHOTjaHLY TESTED ITT II EH FAMILY.
Through the blood disease germs are transmitted from one generation to another.
Par8. 8. R. has been use! extensively In onr fasiily,
glrsn to both younn and old, and alwsvs with the
ents hand down a tainted circulation to their results.
best
It thoroughly
the blood of all Impurchildren, and we see its effects manifested in ities, at ths same tims Itcleanses
builds up the psneral health
appetite, strength and energy. We hive given
various ways. The skin has a waxy, pallid ItRives
to our children, as intimated, and found It to bo
appearance, the eyes are often weak, glands
to the system and always capable of purify.
and restoring health. I tinhesitatlr.gly
of the neck enlarged, and, as the taiut has log the blood to
all in
recommend it
of a blood medicine. It Is
been in the blood since birth, the entire health superior to everything need
else as a enrs for blood dtses.se
MRS. CLARA. DAUBERT.
is usually affected, and the system weakened
Schuylkill Haven, Pa.
from want of nourishing, health-givin- g
blood.
In all blood troubles S. S. S. has proven itself "Tho King of Blood PurJflors."
It goes down into the circulation and removes all poisons, humors, waste or foreign matter,
and makes this
pure and
Nothing reaches inherited b'.ood
troubles like S. S. S.; it removes every particle of the taiut, purifies and strengthens the
weak, deteriorated blood, supplies it with the healthful properties it needs and establishes
the foundation for good health. As a tonic
S. S. S. has no equal, and it will be found especially bracing to weak, anaemic persons.
One of the greatest points in favor of S. S. S.
is that it is purely vegetable, made from nature's
g
healing, cleansing,
roots, hcrbt
and barks. It i3 the one medicine that may be
taken with absolute safety by the youngest
child
or the oldest member of the family.
PURELY VEGETABLE
Rheumatism. Catnrrh Rnre atirl TTIore Qi.;,,
Diseases, Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison, and all other blood troubles are cured permanently by S. S. S., and so thorough is the cleansing of the blood that no trace of the disease
is lelt to break out in future years, or to be transmitted to offspring. If your blood is out
of order begin the use of S. S. S., The King of Blood Purifiers, and restore this vital fluid
io us normal neaitny condition, and enjoy the blessing ot good health. Book on the blooc
and any special medical advice desired will be furnished free of charge to all who write.'
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.
life-strea- m

ram

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkota Rooting

First and Marqoette

Albtsquerqoe, New Mexico
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West Railroad
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N. M., accidentally

George Woodard. a former
well
known resident of Raton, who accepted a position with the Sierra
Madre Land and Lumber company's
railway at Madera, state of Chihuahua, Mexico, two years ago. Is doing
well in that country and has now
risen to the position of trainmaster
of the road and was married a short
time since.
y
"We, the Jury, find that Harry
came to his death from a pistol
shot wound and recommend
that
Harry Hickman be bound over to the
grand Jury for investigation."
Such
was the verdict of the coroner's Jury
at Phoenix, Ariz., at the inquest over
the remains of the man who was
found dead with a bullet hole In his
body In his cabin at Lowell Wednesday night.

We're Off in a Bunch"

If

HE BUG FAIR

Le-Ro-

The Cochise county, Arizona, board
of supervisors, acting as a board of
equalization, has again passed the
"buck" to the territorial board of
equalization in regard to the placing
of the assessed valuation per acre on
mining
patented
the
claims. The board there has placed
a valuation of $5 per acre on such
claims of that class and a valuation
of $15 per acre on those that are
being worked.
After telegraphing

to several

dis-

tant places to acquaint the relatives
of J. J. Brooks of his death last
Monday night at the Nogales hospital, Alderman Peck received the following telegram
from J. Martin
Brooks of Los Angeles: "Bury J. J.
Brooks In a plain coffin
without
screws or nails, with linen robe, have
his photograph taken, and send bill
to me." J. Marian Brooks Is a lawyer and formerly an United States
attorney.
At first J. Marian denied
that the deceased was his brother.
V

Articles of the following corporations were filed In the office of the
coui.ty recorder at Phoenix, Ariz.,
The Mexico City Real Estate company, capital stock $6,000,000, Incorporators: L. A. Price. G. W. Emanuel;
Keystone Loan
company, capital
slock, $100,000, Incorporators, C. H.
Akers, H. R. Trltle; Canadian Cobalt
company, capital stock, $200,000, Incorporators. Frank 8. Allen, Ray E.
Fouts; Oregon Real Estate and Loan
company, capital stock $100,000, Incorporators, Russell C. Kelsey, Edward Sharp. Chas. H. Farmer. G. A.
Ganders. Peter H. Meyers, Edward
King; American Soda company, capital stock. $2,000,000. Incorporators,
Edgar S. Ing-stree- t.
John C. Mullen,
HA I It DRESSFK

AXD

DIST.

CHIROPO.

at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and Is
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cure
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of th
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
Mrs. Bambini,

NEW MEXICO'S

it

'Annual Territorial
Fair Association
October 7th to 1 2th, Inclusive, 1 907
Twenty-Sevent- h

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Everywhere!
Every Day!
Every Might.
$8,000
1,750
3,250
1,000
2,000

Horse Racing
Base Ball

Carnival
Historical Pageant
Free Acts
Attractions and Operating

TOTALS,

4,000

$20,000

EXPENSE

HALF FARE RAILROAD RATES

'We're Going Some"

ALBUQUERQUE

The ALBUQUERQUE
EVENING CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

By The Citizen Publishing Co.
W. S. STR1CKLER
PRESIDENT

WILLIAM F. BROGAN
MANAGING

EDITOR

FINELY EQUIPPED JOB DEPARTMENT.
BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IX TIIE SOTOIWEST.
LEADING REPUBLICAN' PAPEK IN NEW MEXICO.
ALBUQUERQCE AND TIIE SOUTHWEST.
REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.
BOOSTING

NATIVES

RESCUED
FROM

Hubs.

IMtt

1
about
The Occident occurred
terror
o'clock and the screams ofdropped
he.
as
Garlgone
by
emitted
from the scaffold to the water and
the
rank to the bottom, so excited
other native workmen that they rehours.
several
for
work
to
fused

ABOUT TOWN

CITIZEN.

WEDNRlDAr, Jt'LY

17, 1S07..

JOCKO MET A

RIO GRANDE

While working on a scaffold on the
Barelas bridge this nflprnoon, Jesus
tlnrlgone, a native. brldKe worker,
slipped and feel Into the Hlo Orande.
He waa rescued from the river by
His hack was
his companion.
He
sprained by striking the wter.
was sent to his home In Harelns.
Felipe
by
employed
Is
Onrlgone
J. Curuli. a local contractor, who Is
repairing the Unreins bridge under
the supervision of County Surveyor

EVENING

HORRIBLE

END

On ly

Citizen's Mascot Wanted Hie Street
Cur to
t Out of Ills Way but
Ills llliilT Failed to Work
llrlcf Review of Ills Life.
Jocko Is dead. To many people
Albuquerque this will moan nothing while to others it will cause a
smile of deep and malicious satisfaction. Still others will pause a while
to say "too bad" However, these
latter, sad to state, are In the min
ority.
To start the storv at the
start.
or
Jocko originated some where
other as a little, scrawny, bull-do- g
puppy. Then he came Into the pos
session of The Citizen office. Jocko's
arrival in The Citizen's office was
not of The Citizen's choice. He simply came. As usual there was a girl
in the case, or at least so it Is alleged. At any rate Jocko turned up
at the heels of a Citizen employe and
signalized the event by chewing up
all the copy In sight, filling the of
fice with old bones, various portions
of bovine anatomy and other relics
of puppyhood.
Then Jocko's troubles began. A
bull-do- g
ought to have his ears
declipped. A mnchlne operator
coyed the unsuspecting Jocko Into
wnen
jocko
the store room and
emerged, he was minus his ears.
Next Jocko gazed out of tho sec
ond story window, slipped and land
ed wrong end up on the sldewall
with a broken tall, which gave hlil
always a dejected look.
Then Jocko soured on life. H
took up his abode In the composing
room and evened up with the machine men for the loss of his ears by
wreaking vengeance on leather belting, copy and proof.
Jocko felt that the world hadv a
grudge against him. He resented the
fact that the pressman threw a ham
mer at htm and expressed nis displeasure by taking a good sized
chunk out of the pressman's off leg.
Then he remained In the seclusion
of the front office for three days,
moodily soliquizing on the vicissitudes of dog life and a newspaper

Thing For a Picnic

'A

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket

In

3

M

'

Compartment

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 68
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

j If

co. i

McINTOSH HARDWARE

Dr. E. M. Johnson returned last
night from the east
Robert Flaws has returned from a
visit to his former home in Chicago.
Dr. J. E. Krat returned yesterday from an enjoyable outing in the
Jemez mountains.
A marriage license was granted today to Mae Burnett and Oliver B.
Casscls, both of this city.
President W. O. Tight, of the Unicontracts calling for the appearances OOOOCXDOOCXDOOOOOOOOCIOOOOOOO
Nothing perhaps better Illustrates the absolute Inefficiency of the late versity
of New Mexico, has returned
of Kubelik and Faderewskl were an
"expert" from Los
boy executive, H. J. Hagerman, than the selection of n
Angeles, where he attendsigned and that the princes of the
to audit the accounts of the territorial prison and to make, a report thereon. ed the meting of the National Eduviolin and piano would positively ap
219 South 2nd Strut
pear here next spring.
That he secured a man who was not a resident of New Mexico was only In cational association.
Manager Matson said today that
keeping with his policy: that this man made error upon error Intentional
Ramon Moraga and wife bought of
Galvanized Cornices, Sky
the John Fisher Comic Opera comChaves y Apodaca and wife, a
Real Estate and Loans
r otherwise Is only In keeping with the usual fizzle made by Hagorman Jose
pany, which played a three days'
piece of land In precinct No. 6. Deed
appointees and employe.
Lights, Stock
Consideration,
engagement here In May, would play
yesterday.
Agent for
That Referee Charles V. Safford In auditing the books of the penlten-tlar- y recorded
here during
a return engagement
upon an order from Judge Frank W. Parker, of the Third Judicial dis- 11.00.
and ; Storage
Travelers' Insurance Co.,
Christmas week. F. C. Smutzer,
Home Missionary
The Woman's
manager of the Intermountaln
trict court, found the report made by the Hagerman expert to contain several society
M. E. church
the
First
of
Hartford, Conn
Tanks, H o t
circuit with headquarters at
hundred errors large and small many appaiently errors that need not have will meet Tuesday evening, July 30,
Denver, visited Mr. Matson this week.
Life and Accident,
been made was only what was to have been expected.
Instead of Thursday afternoon, as
Air Furnaces,
The report of the referee and the testimony of H. O. Bursum, together announced.
The
Company
with exhibits of correspondence relative to the matters Involved, are
"The Billboard," a leading theatriTin Roofing,
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Writing Accident Insurtoday In The Citizen for the benefit of the reading public, which has cal magazine, gives the Albuquerque office.
notice in
He was banished from there for
Guttering,
etc.
been led to believe by unscrupulous papers that H. O. Bursum was a de- fair association an excellent
ance
in
the
World.
its August number, stating that It escorting a faithful advertiser to the
faulter and a rascal.
by
J.
F.
received
Market
letters
attracmanner.
an
unseemly
In
good
an
air,
with
a
sidewalk
UCOJCXJOCXDOOOCXXXXXXXXXXJOCXJ
will
be
General Jobbing
It Is shown that Instead of H. O. Bursum owing money to the territory,
connection.
Jocko's teeth were white and Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Barnett
meet
the territory Is Indebted to him. Moreover the report made by Referee tiveThe Santain Fe Central base ball sharp. When a bicycle did not give building, Albuquerque, X. M., over
Safford Is so complete and so exact that It cannot be successfully disputed.
team of Santa Fe, has ohanged Us him ndequate room In the street, he their own private wires.
He has charged against Mr. Bursum every cent that he could not ac name to "Ealmon Grays." The rea- mixed things with the bicycle tires
left them Hat.
New York Stocks.
count for through the prison books and he has given Mr. Bursum credit for son Is that Nathan Salmon, manager and generally
Sellers Amalgamated Copper
He even tackled Colonel
very cent shown by the prison books.
88
of the team, has Just purchased gruy
got
away
only
anothwith
auto
and
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
118
players.
American Smelters
As a result, he states in his report, "I have charged Air. Bursum with suits for tho
toIn his tall.
noon
But
er
at
dent
44
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
Foundry
Car
American
the day Jocko met his Waterloo
Luther Foster, president ofcollege
more than $32,000 In rotfhd numbers, than anywhere mentioned In the for
and
91
Sadie," the picnic wagon.
com
and have credited Mr. Bursum's account with more Agricultural and Mechanical
mer report
this extended press notice to Atchison
57VA
Anaconda
at Mesllla Park, and wife, were here hence
every
a
Moreover, the referee is enabled to show conclusively an yesterday
one
with
BAMBROOK BROS.
which
connected
than 110,000."
Brooklyn
BAR
Rapid
Transit
6"ai
for a few hours. They printing establishment, even to the Haltlmore and Ohio
accounting for every cent during the seven years Mr. Bursum was prison were en route
98
Phone 598.
112 John Street
from office cat, Is always entitled.
to
Las
Cruces
176 4
superintendent.
Canadian Pacific
Los Angeles where they attended the
Jocko was crossing the car tracks Colorado
109 South First St. 'Phone 1036
31
Fuel
The report made by the referee Is too voluminous and too Intricate to big educational convention.
in front of the postofllce after hav
11V4
Chicago
Western
Great
reading,
however, from
It is Interesting
be reduced to a short summary.
3"
George Neher, who with his family ing been to his usual noon-da- y
Krie com
Colorado and a number of friends, are flshlns lunch.
beginning to end since it exposes the flimsy work of the
122 Ts
Pennsylvania
3
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
expert. In which he attempted to Bhow that H. O. Bursum was short hun- on the Savoya river In the Jemez
The bum shone warmly and Jocko Northern Pacific
132
son.
country,
his
back
In
writes
that
a
pleasant
was
of
not
mind.
frame
dreds of dollars In his account
103
When
in
Reading
com
of
need
anything
in
the
Family Trade a Specialty
came along nt a speed Kock Island com
One by one. the referee takes up the specific charges of the Colorado Ueorge Neher, jr., is tne only nsner- A street carkeeping
214
speed Southern Pacific
with the
out of all
80
expert and one by one he goes Into detail, showing them up as errors, pure man in the party.
Jos-ko
131- -i
Will Hartley and Roy Benedict, Jocko desired to travel. Hence
Paul
and simple perversions, or thick headed blunders.
did not get out of tho way. The St.
this morning for a trip to Chi20 'i French Bakery Co. 202 E. R.R.Ave.
Southern Railway
Referee Safford's report is Impartial to a minute degree. He states what left
stop
Jocko,
much
nn.l
not
did
car
were
They
cago
Niagara
Falls.
and
143
l"n Ion Pacific
lie found on the prison books clearly, concisely end as briefly as possible.
by aggrieved, bared the white teeth an.1 V. S. S
accompanied
as
La
as
36
Junta
far
When he discovered errors or whatever they may be called on the J. Benedict, who Is en route to Den- made a dive for the customary rub- r. s. s. pfd
ioo
ber
tire.
attention
to
the
court's
direct
expert,
not
hesitate
part of the
ver.
he did
16
Oreene Cannneu
Then Jocko gave one surprised, Shannon
17 H
to them.
One hundred feet of land bound- startled
yell.
no
were
rubber
There
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or
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and
Arizona
No.
by
Bursum
Calumet
on
amounts
addition
east
ed
Sulzer
the
When he found
the
had
crossed
Jocko
and
tires
44
old Dominion
Needless to say he found much more, 1, has been sold to the Southwestern great divide.
the territory, he so charged them.
79
Copper Range
Brewery and Ice company by A. M.
resting
place
is
both pro and con than the Colorado expert had been able to do.
last
his
where
Just
80
Butte
re
North
Consideration SI. Sale
located there Is a variety of opinion, S.
In fact, from what Referee Safford discovered," with so little trouble, It Gentile.
16
and I
yesterday.
corded
among
Hagerman,
office
Citizen
and
expert,
in
orders
from
took
his
both
The
who
appear
would
that the Colorado
$11.90
Manager George Remley, his other acquaintances.
As before October cotton
did not want to find any more than possible except to the discredit ot H. O. of Assistant
the Cimarron base ball team, has stated, there are some who feel bad- Is
a
report
also
referee,
letter
there
of
the
with
connection
the
In
Chicago Livestock.
Bursum.
written to the territorial fair associa- ly over Jock j's demise and again
and statement from R. C. Gortner, assistant attorney general, who was ap- tion asking that the Cimarron team there are some who do not.
Chicago. July 17. cattle receipts
22.0011.
pointed by Hagerman, for the purpose of securing an indictment against H. be registered for the base ball tourMarket steady to 10c lower.
At all events Jocko is dead and
by the nament to be held at the territorial his end was In keeping with the Beeves $4.60i?.30:
cows $1.60fi
The letter shows clearly the lack of thoroughness
O. Bursum.
calves
This is the first team tragic life he led while a member 5.30; heifers $2.65 5.70;
fcolorado expert when the report he made would not hold water In court, fair next fall. rejrlstration
good
$ri.50ffi
to
apply for
7.75;
thus far.
to prime steers
of The Citizen's active list.
even when manipulated by a personal friend of the governor who desired
poor
$4.65
to
$5.70(17.30;
medium
There wlH bo a meeting of the
Bursum's Indictment.
'a 5.65; stockers and feeders $4.90
club tonight for the purEqually interesting Is the testimony of Jack Donovan, of which the Commercial
( 5.70.
pose
hearing the report of the NORDICA, NEILSEN
democratic papers have said so much. Donovan testifies that H. O. Bursum armoryof site committee
Sheep receipts
Market
15.000.
which Will
steady. Western $4.00 ii 4.1 0
did not keep or attempt to keep any portion of his wages as alleged by the have something to say about securing
lings" $6.00 'n 6.75 : lambs
His explanation will need no comment. The a site for the new armory for which
Morning Journal of this city.
OTHERS NEXT SPRING 7.65; western
$5.75i7.70.
reform friends the territory has appropriated the
real conspiracy on the part of Hagerman and his
Wo Rlvo siecial attention to FARM MACHINERY Alfalfa Mowers.
comes to light, however. In the testimony of H. O. Bursum and in the letters sum of $7,500.
Wheat Binders, Hakes, Hay Presses, Wind Mills. We carry liich quality of
City Market.
Kansas
Bob Burdette.
the well known
which he produced before the referee.
machinery
and tools. Write us for special catalogue. J. ROKliKK & CO..
Kansas City. July 17. Cattle re- of
MWs
humorist and lecturer, accompanied
Lillian Nordica,
Madame
He shows plainly under what circumstances he left the territorial prison: by
anno. Market steady. Southern Wholesale, Albuquerque, X. M.
ceipts
opera
singers;
through
city
grand
wife,
passed
his
Neilsen,
Alice
this
iow the secret Investigation was begun without his knowledge and how
cows
$3. 75 ' 5.60;
southern
evening east from their home In Jan Kubelik, violinist, and Ignace steers
$2.50 (it 3.85 ; stockers
and feeders
the governor absolutely refused to allow him to be repivneiited in any man last
pianist,
They
are
Cul.
the
visited
Paderewskl,
the
Polish
I'nsedena.
ner. ' H. O. Bursum Is chairman of tne republican territorial central Harvey curio rooms and purchased four of the musicians who will ap- $3. 25ii 5.15; bulls $2.75 fi 4.75; calves
w 7.0H; western fed steers $4.25
On the day before the republican territorial central committee
committee.
number of articles for their prl pear at the Elks opera house next $4.00
' 6.00; western fed cows $2.75 1
spring.
met to prepare for the general campaign by the election of a chairman, etc., vate collection.
York City, 4.60.
L. Behymer, of New
These Are
the report of the alleged expert was suddenly published In the Albuquerque
The construction of the new main
Sheep recipts 5000. Market strong.
a num- Muttons
Morning Journal and every attempt was made by the headlines, Introduction, line track of the Santa Fe from tho manager for Paderewskl andspent
$3.00 iii 6.00; lambs $7.00
yesstars,
of
other
ber
musical
range wethers $4.75 (' 5.50; fed
etc., to give the impression that Bursum was a defaulter to the extent of Abajo yard limits to the crossing at terday In Albuquerque and while
Carriage
hero 7.75;
today.
Tljeras avenue, was started
thousands of dollars.
Manager
of thi ewes $4.25 Q 5.25.
Matson
Informed
he
engineer,
Maddock,
has
John
civil
of chargo of
opera
Carfcllkti
house,
It was so plain and open an attempt to defeat him as chairmanmove
the
San
that
the work. The new main
We do It right. ItOCGn CRT.
Buying
the central committee that a child could have seen the malice of the
line track will be what is now call lo Grand Opera company will pass
Laundry Co.
through Albuquerque in March, en
on the part of Hagerman and his crowd.
ed tha "third" track.
to
the Pacillc coast and that
Bursum was endorsed and chosen chairman by the central committee
The Geronlmos base ball team will route
Days
the company could be Induced to play
despite this dirty attack.
leave Sunday morning on No. 9 for here
a
for
reasonable remuneration.
' Then he undertook the work of conducting the republican
campaign. Socorro, where they will play the
Mine. Nordica and Miss Nellsen are
Every effort was made by Hagerman and his following to embarrass the re- Socorro team, the game with the Ba- - members
the San Carlo company,
for Sunday afternoon at which isof personally
Easy Terms
publican leader.
He wa threatened with suits, an attempt was made to relas team
managed by
off.
park,
having
Traction
called
been
Indict him and he was subjected to a guerilla warfare along politrul lines, The Barelas Grays will play the Henry Russell, the London impres- and
A new restaurant under the mansarlo. Constantino, the famous tenor,
aittlo short of brutal.
Southwesterns at the park.
is also a member of the company, agement of M.rcus and Anderson
If ever an attempt was made to ruin an Innocent man, Hagerman and
Low Prices
The body of Mrs. Anna C. Danlel- - which has a select repertoire of grand has been openid In place of the one
his followers tried to ruin H. O. Bursum.
formerly known as Graham's Cafe,
wife of F. C Danlelson, a ma- operas.
The only reason they had, was that he stood In the path of their politi- son,
you
tc
Do
summer
buying
enjoy
the
months? If you
vehicle
Manager
Intend
Matson
Intimated
now
shops,
chinist at the
who died Sun
in first class running or
that he and is
cal ambitions and would not enter into conspiracies with them against the day afternoon,
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
was taken to Stony would immediately get into commu- uer. you will find there the best that
range
many
good
styles
we
within the
have
of modest Incomes.
republican party.
Point, Iowa, the former home of the nication with the San Carlo manager, the market affords, at prices to suit
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
Russell ,and endeavor to have the times. Mr. Anderson Is one of
That H. O. Bursum has recourse at law against these men and their deceased, this morning, where the Henryopera
away
you
stay
because
are
not
Don't
kinds.
rich. Corns and see
all
com.pany
stop
Albody
body
the
was
over
experienced
In
will
most
cooks
best
advantage
papers,
be
The
buried.
the
and
of the
corporation
That he will take
is well known.
lis.
for one or more perform- In these parts, and nobobdy knows
rights the law gives him is the fear that now haunts the dreams of those sisters panted by the huaband and two buquerque
ances.
and children.
the management and flanclering of a
who tried to ruin him.
Before leaving for the east last restaurant better than Mr, Marcus.
Chief of Police Thomas MoMillin evening,
The report of the referee and the testimony of the former prison suMr. Behymer said that ttvi Your patronage will be appreciated.
a letter this afternoon from
perintendent also Berve to draw a strong comparison between the way in received
Road.
Royland K. Goddard, chief of tha
which Hagerman Investigated Mr. Bursum and the manner in which Acting secret
service oilloe at Denver, conGovernor Raynolds and his attorney general investigated Trelford.
taining
U.
a
photograph
G.
of
Man
Dr.
Mr. Bursum was not allowed to appear before the alleged expert, he wan Hull, the counterfeiter arrested in the
not allowed a representative and he was not allowed one word of explanation. Southern hotel recently, and now
He was tried, sentenced and convicted by Hagerman without having been confined In the county Jail awaiting
given a chance to say one word in his own defense. This under the guise action of the grand Jury. It will be
placed in the city rogues' gallery.
of reform.
A "moonlight social,' 'for the beneThose who are interested In knowing the truth about the Bursum affair
fit
of the Immaculate Conception
should read the report of the referee and the exhibits attached.
No fair minded person can do so without being promptly convinced of church will be given on the lawn of
The historical Old Hick- church school next Tuesday eventhe absolute conspiracy on the part of Ilagt rman and others to ruin Bursum the
ing by Father Mandalaii, who will
and the trumped up expert report which was the chief weapon of this be assisted
ory Chair.
by the ladles
of the
crowd, will be found nothing more than un Incomplete Jumble of figures,
Catholic church.
The Learnard &
Llndemann boys band has been ento play at the social by Father
Light, comfortable, durable
The attack recently upon President Fallleres of France serves again to gaged
Maiulalari. and the boys are now
recall the historical fact that the best executives of the most liberal govern busy
rehearsing
number of pieces
and especially adapted to hard
menu are quite as likely to be murdered by political fanatics as are despotic selected by Fathera Maiulalari.
rulers In the most execrable systems of government, says the Kansas City
service.
Within the last century two Russian czar have been assassinated. YOU CAX GKT
Star.
WIIT VOL' WANT
One was Paul, strangled by a cabal within the palace; the other was Alex
HKRi:.
ander II, who, most ironically, was killed by a bomb explosion at the time Window Blnides
I5c 85c, 50o
But vithln Iaee curtains from 50c to
when he was ubout to emaclpate the serfs still held in bondage.
,
.. $5.00
rep
kindly
years
fifty
presidents,
in themselves and
three American
the last
Transom lifts
by
government,
political
22 short cartridges ',
have been killed
resenting a beneficent
lunatic
15e
. .
$1.00 and $2.25
In France one president has been killed and attempts have been made on 22 rifles
Single
guns..
$5
$4
barrel
shot
and
invariably
insensate
reacts
Such
violence
the lives of nearly all others.
22 revolvers
$1.25
against the interest of the class or the cuu.se on whose behalf it Is employed Furnished
ROCkCr to match
fishing lines
4c
20 fish hooks
5c
5c
leaf fans
The Las Vegas Optic Is of the opinion that the acting governor will i1 palm paper
5c
plates
await the arrival of Governor Curry and take no further steps to remove the 100 doz
paper
napkins
10c
Come and see our line of
remaining incompetents left by the late Hagerman regime
The Optic says: Croquet sets 90c to
$1.50
i
"The Impression seems to be gaining ground over the territory that Acting 26 Inch telescope rases
$1.00
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE
Governor Raynolds will not wield the official uxe again before the arrival Suit cases
$2.00
TI1K MAZE,
of Governor Curry. This information has been received with Joy by a hunWin. Klcke, Proprietor.
gry family of Hagerman appointees. But It Is greatly regretted by a large
majority of the people of the territory who are eager to see the carpetbag
gers and political parasites thrown from the pedestals to which they were
liuy a pair or our rubbers to wear
sprinkl;ng the lawn. They will
elevated by Hagerman and the public offices again placed In the hands of 'Vine
keep
feet dry and save your
honest, capable men.
That Governor Curry will readily grasp the situation shoes. your
PiiitADixrinA.
for men, women and .11
308-31- 0
. . Staab Building
W. Central Avenue
and proceed without delay to complete the good work Inaugurated by children.All C.sizesMay's
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DELICATESSEN

Try our Teas
We have a full line of

APPEALS

STORE PROGRAM
TO.

ANNUAL SLEPT

ENCAMPMENT

OF

WITH

PIPE

IN

CITIZEN.
CANDIES,

STORE.

HIS

C

Gunpowder,

E

WE FTLL

-

Consult

Reliable

a

Dentist

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
$1.50 np
Gold Crowns
$e
rainless Extracting., ,50c

Light Housekeepers" Would Adjutant General Issues Or M. Tompkins, of Kansas City.
Causes a Blaze at
ders Governing ;BIg
Warmly Welcome Such
Meeting.
Vendome Hotel.
an Establishment.

Including

PEERLE8S HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUO

PRESCRIPTIONS

CHASE & SANBORNS g

Package Teas

paok nvm.

FEE'S
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M

FOR
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An Opportunity.

Little Boy

In llosenwnlil

Smm)I4

the Rosnwald
store, at Third street and Central
avenue, caught red handed yester
of

An emnlove

day afternoon, a little boy or .tender
age, KhopllfUng In the most approved Rtvle.
The little fellow had filled the
pockets of his overalls with spools of
thread and was engaged in securing
more.
He said he took the thread be
cause he found it easy and becnuse
no one appeared to be watching him
He was taken In charge by the em
ploye and Questioned closely.
"Did your mother tell you to
i'Xo, she does not know It," salJ
the youngster.
The boy was made to return every
spool of thread he had taken to Its
case and after a severe reprimand,
he was allowed to go, which he did
at a rapid pace.
Owing to his tender years, the
child's name was not made public
but Inquiry established the fact that
he came of a poor but respectable
family and had entered upon his
criminal' career of his own accord.
It Is probable that the child had
also shoplifted in other stores.
He used considerable cunning In
He generally
securing his plunder.
entered the store when the clerks
were all busy and stood around Jn
were accomthe crowd as though he Watching
his
panied bv some one.
opportunity at the thread case, he
sev
open
arawer,
s
a
seize
would Id
eral spools of thread and drop them
Into his overall pockets. He was
detected yesterday Just as he had
opened a drawer for the purpose of
securing another Kind or mreau.
Just what he intended to do with the
thread, he sad he did not know.
HE WANTED

HIS

MONEY

ried woman, who Is struggling with a
light housekeplng proposition In a
furnished suite. "If there was such
tore In Albuquerque nail my
troubles would vanish.
I will tela you the story of my
wo
life that Is, my married life.
were married a year ago last April
n a city several hundred miles east
of here, but almost lmmsi'ate'.y we
came to Albuquerque. First we til J
boarding and although we liked that
n some respects, jt did not Hilary
us very long. My huibail had al
ways lived at the noun of his parents
before he took me Into partnership,
and he wanted to have a household
establishment of whljh llguratlvely,
of course he could be the head. As
he is a railroad man and may be
transferred to a position in another
ity almost any time, we did not feel
hat it wouM be wise to buy a lot of
furniture to 'urnlsh a house so e
e supposed was thj rext
did what
best thing rented apartments fur
nished for light housekeeping.
'We were not able to find Just the
sort of a place we would like to live
in for the price we were able ir, pay,
but we are fairly comfortable where
we are now. By purchasing a few
draperies and several Naval blankets we made our rooms quite cosy.,
t Is the cooking that worries m-especially In the summer time. Our
apartments are small and If 1 keep a
fire going In the kitchen stove for
any length of time, it heats up the
whole house, yet 1 must cook some
or the nominal head of the house
might kick, figuratively speaking.
"In June we had a council of war
and agreed upon a summer cam
paign. I told my husband that It
was simply unbearable to have to
stand over a hot stove in the sum
mer time and that we must either
try boarding for the summer or live
on cold food. He shrugged his shoulders at the Idea of boarding and said
if I could stand a diet of cold food
mat ne thought he could. So we
decided to try that.
We do not live on cold food al
together, I don't mean that, but I
baking or
don't do any elaborate
cooking. We bought a small alcohol
stove for a dollar which Is all I use
hese days. On this I can make
coffee In short order and fry a few
eggs for breakfast.
Aside from such
simple dishes we subsist on canned
meats, vegetables, fruits and melons.
have read the "Jungle" and have
horror of all canned meat, but we
must eat canned meat this weather
or go without meat entirely.
Of
course we can use smoked meat and
fish of various kinds, but these are
Just as fisky as the other according
to the recent exposures In the pre
pared roou industry.
II mere were only a delicatessen
store around the corner to which
could run a half an hour before meal
time and buy cold roast beef alreudy
cooked, potato salad, baked beans or
a half a hundred other cooked foods.
I believe we woold be perfectly hap
py. We have tried every brand and
variety of canned meats, fruits, vege
tables and ilsh and are tired of them
au. i iook over me papers every
uay 10 see ir llelnze has a new variety
on the market, but I see only the
same old standard articles.
"1 have lived In cities where the
delicatessen shops carry a full line of
rreshly-cooke- d
foods and, though one
may tire of these, us you tire of your
own cooking, yet the delicatessen
wares 'are a hundred per cent better
than canned goods.
I here are many things I can buy
at the stores here which help out
considerably, such as pickles, cheese.
nuts, Jellies, Jams, fresh fruit and
vegetables, melons and nastrv. but
there are times when we long for a
roast chicken and don't care to go
to a restaurant to eat It.
I have
spoken to friends of our's here who
are situated somewhat as we are
and they all agree that a delicatessen
store, which kept a stock of cooked
food of good variety, would receive
ineir patronage. In a city where so
many strangers make temporary
homes It would seem that a delicatessen store ought to pay well."
.

RETURNED

A case entitled Theo. Tompkins vs.
Mrs. Green ,both colored, was tried
before Justice of the Peace W. V

McClellan this morning, and the dis
missal of the case wa won by T. u
Mason who delivered an eloquent
nlea In behalf of the defendant.
Tonvpkina brought suit to recover $15
which he claimed he loaned to Mrs.
Green on May 31. It was brought
out in the testimony that Tompkins
had been keeping company with the
defendant and had, upon several oc
presents
caaions given the woman
and taken her buegy riding. Mrs,
that Tompkins
Oreen ' maintained
tnade her a present of the $15 out
ox the luUnrss of a generous heart
and that ax tbe time of the gift he
had no intention uf asking for Its
return.
Tompkins claimed that he merely
loaned the money to Mrs. Ureen
when she came to him and asked for
It in order that she might attend
bargain sale and purchase some ar
He ad
ticles of wearing apparel.
mined that subsequently a coldness
had grown up between the defendan
and himself, but said that tils' change
of sentiment in regard to the woman
had nothing whatever to do with his
bringing suit f r the recovery of the
$15.
He saiu he exacted no note
from Mrs. Ureen at the time of the
alleged loan for the reason that he
respected her and had confidence In
her honesty.
T. U. Mason, the proprietor of
barber shop on Third street, who de
fended Mrs. Green In the action, hat
been studying law for two years and
expects shortly to be admitted to the
In conducting the defense
bar.
talent
Mason showed considerable
The case was dismissed on the lack
of evidence, and the costs charged to
the plaintllT.
A Memorable Day,
One of the days we remember with
pleasure, as well as with profit to
our health. Is the one on whlcr w
became acquainted with Dr. King'
New IJfe Pills, the painless purifiers
that cure headache and bllllousness,
and keep the bowels right 25c at ail
dealers.
Subscribe for Tbe Citizen and get

the new.

"What this city needs Is a delica
tessen store, remarked a young mar-
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At ponce court this morning the
mourners bench was crowded with
penitents. Angel Togorno, an Italian,
was charged with being drunk on the
streets last night and though he protested that he had Imbibed only two
glasses of beer, his condition at the
time of his arrest by Ottleer Knann
was that of one dead to the world.
tie was fined $5, this being his first
offense In this city.
Three Indians were next called before Acting Police Judge McClellan,
all of whum were charged with being
drunk on the streets. The first In
dian, Charlie Phillips, has appeared
in court before and has iriven thx
police considerable trouble. He admitted that he was drunk and was
fined $10.
Philip Jones and Torblo Hevn. the
other Indians, pleaded ffulltv and
were fined $5 each.
When there Is the slightest Indication of Indigestion, heart burn, flatulence or any form of stomach trouble take a little Kodol occasionally
and you will get prompt relief. Sold
by J. H. O1 Rlelly & Co.
Mrs. William A. McGraw and Don-ol- d
McGraw. of Detroit, Mich., and
Harrle It. MoGuire, of Silver Ci'.y,
arrived here today on the limited.

tiuttittiiitiiti
rou
on
sake

m:xT.

Two hundred acres of farm- lug laud in Ia l.unas. mtir rail- mail Htation, all uiulcr diu-li- . V.
K. Ml. ru, Cuba. .N. M.

Port Bryon, N. Y., has witnessed
one of the most remarkable cases of

healing ever recorded. Amos F. King
or that pi axe says: ' Bucklen s Ar
nlea Salve cured a sore on my leg
wun which 1 had suffered over SO
years.
eighty-five.- "
now
I am
Guaranteed to cure all sores, by all
dealers, 25c.
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
your dlgesetive organs and furnish
the natural digestive Juices for your
stomach. It will make you well. Ko- aoi digests wria you eat
Sold by J.
O Rlelly & Co.
WANTKD YOl'XU MAX
FOR
V lOl'.NTAlN.
VAXX
DHtU

KOH
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BOYS' BAND MAKES

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.
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Beauty Parlors
120 South Fourth St.
Hslr Drtsslnf

Facial MassafC
Electrotogls
Manicuring

Shampooing
Scalp Treatmeat

Cblldrca'i Hair Caning

We manufacture all kinds
kins was arrested, but this morning
of Ladies' Hair Goods. Com-plf- te
n police court, the complainant fail
llr.e of Switches, Pompaed to appear and the defendant was
dours, PufTs, Wigs, etc.
allowed to go on his agreement to
We carry a complete line
pay the amount of the damage.
of Alleen Berg's Celebrated
From Indications the landlord and
Creams and Tonics, which are
his guest had a rough time for a
especially prepared
for this
few moments following the fire, the
climate. Your patronage Is reformer being greatly Incensed over
spectfully
solicited.
propguests
danger
to his
the
and
erty which had been caused by the
louger s carelessness.
Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
The police are Inclined to believe
that Tompkins, while to blame for
Proprietors
lying down smoking a pipe, will act
honorably and repair all damage, as XXXXXITXTTTTTTTl TTTTTT
good
a
reputation.
he has
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Undor Savoy Hotel
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The telephone makes the

.dutlea lighter, tbe cares less
and the worries fewer.
TOC NKL

LEAVE

Mrs.

UNIVERSITY

Van

PRIVATE

Riper's

BOARDING

HOUSE

Professor John Weinzlrl, for the
past eleven years connected with the
Next Elks' Opera House
I nlverslty
of New Mexico, and also
many
years.
city chemist for
has
resigned as profeseor of bacteriology
ot.u professor of chemistry, to take
eitect before September 1. On that
clute he expects to leave for Seattle,
with
v
ush., where he has accepted the
chair of bacteriology In the University of Washington,
Clothe your family on $1.00
one reason why professor Wein
zlrl accepted the offer of the faculty
per week
of Washington university is the fail
ing health of Mrs. Weinzlrl, whom
at
her physicians announce must go to
a lower altitude. Personally Professor Welnzirl Is satisfied with
and New Mexico, but on ac
count of his wiles health and the
fluttering offer made by the WashNew Location
ington State University, he could not
readily decline to make the change.
Ihe city of Albuquerque will re 424 NORTH SECOND ST.
gret the departure of Professor
TELEPHONE 49
Welnzirl from the city, for, during
the years that he has acted as city
chemist, he has lent valuable aid to
the city council and the board of
health.
One of the most radical methods
i
opted by the city council and the The Railroad Avenue
Optician
iioaid of health, was the regulation
of the city dhiries, the vaccination
Eyes
Examined
cows,
Free
of
and the selection of the
pioper employes to distribute milk
1 14 Railroad Aenue
throughout the city, which were suggested by Professor Welnzirl.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
With the departure of Professor
welnzirl
the
from Albuquerque
chairs of bacteriology and chemistry
Wm. Wallace McClellan
will probably be divided. Professor
Clark of the Agricultural College of
Michigan and Professor t Clark, a
leading educator of Wisconsin, are Justice of Peace, Precinct No. 12
successors.
mentioned as his
ALBUQUCRQUC, N. M.

Your Credit is Good
E. M AH ARAM
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your health, prolong jour Ufa
and protects your home.
IN TOUR ITOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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FLF SCREENS

Door acreena aa strong aa an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are aa strong aa a door at 7 cents per foot at the
eastern-mad-

SUPERIOR
PIVNING MIli7
SEE OUR NEW BKICK BUILDING
iorxotooooocooo
WHEN YOU BUY A

PIANO

BUY A
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Albu-Herq-
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When in Silver City Patronize

PROF. WEINZIRL WILL

Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security

IIll

CHICKERING
J.

SONS

&

There Are No Better

WIIITSON MUSIC CO,,

124 South Second St.

C. H. Carnes, O.D.

PROGRESS

The Lcarnard & Llndemann boys'
band is making great progress. At
rehearsal Tuesday evening the boy
mastered a new march In less than
two hours.
Beginning tomorrow evening the
boys will practice their march drill
arranged by Director Kills. It Is the
intention of Director Ellis to enter
the band on the program at the ter
rllorial fair for a number of public
concerts, besides participating In sev
eral street parades,
On account of the rapid growth of
several of the smaller musicians, the
uniforms ordered recently will not be
f
1
re
' !
the exact measurements of the
boys
can be secured and no misfit unl
forms mar their pleasure.
An open air concert is be ng ar
ranged, which will be announced
soon.
In talking about the band to
day, Mr. Learnard said:
"The progress the boys are mak
ing surprises me. While they are
not what are called "youthful prod!
gles," they are Intelligent boys, who
iook up Dana music rather than loaf
on the streets.
When Director Ellis
tells them to do a thing, that thing
Is done, without any argument
or
loss of time.
Mr. Learnard said today that the
r.iKs oc miver t.ity want the boy
band to play In their new hall soon.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
- ;
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

lRS. COPP and PKTTTT.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARM I JO IiLDG.

po-Ul- o

GOOD

j

Where to Dine Well

ANTEED.

$.

21-2- 7:

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

"

ALL WORK ARSOLtJTKLT GUAR-

M. .Tompkins arrived from Kansas
On Sunday the First regiment of
New Mexico national guards will ar- City and secured a room .at the Venrive at Las Vegas for the annual
The companies from Sil dome hotel. He lighted his pipe af
ver City and Las Cruces will stop ter lying down on his bed, not exhere for breakfast Sunday morning pecting to go to sleep, but the fawhile en route to the Meadow City, tigue of a long trip had been greater
and the two local companies will than he thought and he was soon In
leave on the same train with the boys oblivion. The pipe continued to work
from Silver City and las Cruces. at the same old stand, however, and
A general order ' was received from finally the
bedding Ignited from
the adjutant general today by Major lighted tobacco which fell from the
pro.
s
Kuppe which outlines the week
up. Tompkins
Pipe,
was
gram to be carried out at the terri arousedblazed
and employes of the hotel
torial camp. That the week will be a came to his assistance, speedily ex
strenuous one can be seen by the or- tinguishing the blaze with a loss of
der which is as follows:
about
Landlord John Corneal
was very wroth over the affair and,
General Order No. 13.
to
Tompkins, proceeded to
according
Territory of New Mexico, Adjutant
the young man In the Jaw and
General s Onlce, Santa re, Xs. M., punch
otherwise roughly handle him.
July 15, IStUi.
On complaint of Cornettl, Tomp
The following schedule will be ob

served during the camp of instruc
tion near Lrfis Vegas July
Monday, July li, and Tuesday, July
23, company target practice at the
1 sighting
following ranges:
snot
and ten shots for record at 2U0 yards
1 slghung
slow fire.
shot and ten
1
shots for record at 500 yards.
sighting shot and ten shots for record
at 600 yards.
Wednesday, July 24, the Hagnrman
cup matx'h. Teams of five from each
organization, except bandsmen, who
target practice.
are excused from
Kules and kinds of tire the same as
outlined In G. O. 15, series 1SU6. A
copy of this order will be posted at
range house.
Thursday, July 25. A competition
between the thirty olllcers or men
who from the aggregate
of
their
scores in company practice Monday
and Tuesday are the highest on th-list: Provided no olllcer or man will
be allowed to enter the competition,
who has not been In the service for
twelve months immediately proceeding the competition and had given 75
per cent of duty or will have been
In the service for twelve months upon
August .utli next, and has given 7a
per cent of duty during the preced
ing twelve months. This competition
will determine the team to represent
the territory In the national match.
1 sighting
Kinds of fire:
shot and
ten shots for record at 2U0 yards,
1
slow fire.
sighting shot and leu
1
shots for record at 600 yards.
sighting shot and ten shots for record at 600 yards. One skirmish run
of twenty shots. The skirmish run
to be made without pack. The rules
to govern this contest to be the same
as outlined in G. O. 15. series 1906.
A certificate from the officer or en
listed man's immediate commanding
oitlcer wlli be required as to the duly
performed and length of service
This Is a requirement of the war de
partment .and must be observed.
inuay. July 26th. if necessary
the competition of July 25th will be
extended into Friday, July 26th.
Saturday, July 27.
Muster and
pay, 8:30 a. m. Mess will be served
at 11 o'clock a. m., and camp struck
at 12 o ciock noon.
I5y command of
J. W. RAYNOLDS.
Acting Governor and Commander In
Chief
A. P. TAR KINGTON,
Adjutant General.
Oltlcial
A. P. TAUKINGTON,
Adjutant General.
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At Consistent
Prices

Oolong,

Japan,
English Breakfast

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

Notary Public
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.
Notice Is hereby tiven that the
firm of F. K. Sturges & Company
has this day been dissolved by mutual consent of the parties, F. K
Sturges having purchased the Interest
of Jake Levy in and to said business.
to
and will continue
conduct the
saline and will collect all indebted
nesa due and owing to said llrm and
will pay all debts due by same.
F. K. STUKGKS.
JAKE LEVY.
Albuquerque, N .M., July 11, 190

ItWKlIIlM) FOUMAMV
KI.KCTKO KKVVroit
Montgomery. Ala.. July 16. The
wo houses of the state leRl.sature today In separate sesHiun elected
Congressman John H. Hnnkhead
to the I'nltedw StateK senete to succeed the ate Senator Morgan.
Syr-m-

er

Eastman Kodaks

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Kodaks free.

HAW LEY

On the Corner

1

Collections

made at Korber Building 124

California
Excursions
Every Tuesday, Thurs-

N. Second Street From 9 to 12 1, m.

day and Saturday during

and 2 te 4 p. m.

June, July, August

Reside nco 723 N. fourth St.

and September

Return Limit

The Albuquerque

::

::

NoOo

Extremely Low Rates

Hatters
Hats Cleaned and Blocked
any Style Panamas a

::

Los Angeles and Return
San Diego, Coronado and

In

$35
A

Return
$35
San Francisco and Return $45

Spc-cint- tjr

Clothing
steam
Cleaned and Pressed.
Orders Attended
to
Promptly.
Ei-prc- as

Corner

Ave.
3rd St. & Gold
680.
Phone

The Leading Stationer.

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

According to the general order Is
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
sued from the adjutant generals of
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
lice at Santa Fe, Captain IS. Kuppe,
g, the Albuquerque
of k'ompany
and Delivered. Out-of-tow- n
Orders Given
comimny of the New Mexico national
guard, has been promoted to the rank
Prompt
Attention
of major. Other promotions are also
announced. The following la. the of
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
tidal order:
General Orders Xo. 11.
The following promotions are anN. Mex.
MRS. ROSE HENRY,
nounced for the informa'ion of all
concerned:
W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel. Tel. 480
109-11- 1
To be colonel, first Infantry
sub
Ject to examination).
Major O. G
msmaamsmmmmmmmmMmmmmmmmmmEmswKRfwswmm
Mhyre, First Infantry,
with rank
from July 15, lu".
tXXXXXXXXXX
To be lieutenant colonel. First In X1IIIIIXXITXX3
fantry (subject to examination) Captain K. C. Atbott, First infantry, with
rank from July 15, 1S07.
To be major, First infantry (sub
ject to examination ), Captain Her
nard Kuppe. First Infantry, with
rank from July 15, 1907.
The Pioneer Tent Sanatorium of New Mexico. Situated
Major Ituppu is assigned to the
amcng the foothills of the beautiful Sangrc it Criito Mountains,
second battalion, First infantry, and
a mile from the historic city of Santa Fe. Private Mountain
win report, by letter, to Colonel O.
G. Mhyre, for duly.
water supply. Excellent table. No dust itornu. Cool sumUy command of
1
mer climate. Resident physician.
t
J. W. RAYNOLDS.
Acting Governor and Commander In
Chief.
Send For Booklet,
Rates $10,00 Per Week Up,
A. P. TAKKINGTON.
Adjutant General.
Official A. P. TAR KINGTON,
Adjutant General.
h XTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJXXXXXXXXXXXJ

Albuquerque,

jgUNMOUyr TENT

crry

tit

Get

Ftill

Particulars

T. E. PURDY,

From

Agent

Safety of the Checking Account
When you pay your bills by check, you tarry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Hank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the liank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for bo arge and small
accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Citizen Want Ads for Results

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

X

A RECORD YEAR

CITIZEN.

.CASINO.

HEN UNCLE SAM SELLS THE TRUSTS

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

COMIC OPERA
IN TIMBER

20

Something

OUTPUT

-- 20

PEOPLE

'A

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MKXICO

New

copilot 93d surpias, siC9,ooo

Persian Honeymoon
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday

How National Forests Will
Partly Offset Coming

ALLOWED

INTEREST

Shortage.

THURSDAY

Curtain 8:30. Prices 25c and 35c
Washington. V. C.. July 17. The
lath, and
of lumber.
production
Reserved seats at Matsons.
In
the United States In
shingles
1DUS was the largest ever recorded.
"
recently
issued
A census bulletin
gives 37 H billion feet as the actual
cut of the 21,000 miles which made
reports. This Is seven billion feet
EN'
uNRES'mA'NtO
.
THE
more than the cut reported In 1K05.
point
to
seem
figures
at
first
These
to a very alarming conclusion that
gore I
and- roNDfPHf
7kl.
nJlIoown
the country had In the Inst year cut
TAKE AC ASF
,2AWEEJ
per
more
lumber
23
cent
t
more than
h
The
than In 105, In the face of the fast
-- S EXCnAMGf
HEAP
Ci
V iTV
i
Q"
Standard Railway of Mexico
waning supply.
The difference Is,
however, diietly due to the fact that
21,000 concerns haive reported their
Traverses the Republic
cuts as agatnt less than 12,000 a
From the north to the south
year ago. The gain Is the result of
and with its branch lines reachresponses from the smaller mills,
es the most Important cities,
made "because the rank and file of
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
the luimbermen now appreciateto that
tho
Zacatecas, Aguascallentes, San
these returns are important
depends
value
people
Louis, Potofri, Tamplco, Irapua-ttrade, and that their
roMoi
upon everybody helping to make
Guadalajara,
C
them as complete as possible.
City of Mexico
The
If the returns were complete they
would probably show a cut of forty
and many other places worth
The
billion feet for lumber alone.
seeing.
cut of lumber forms perhaps 40 per
The Richest Mining, Lumber
cent of the total Umber consumption
and Cattle Producing Lands
are
purposes.
figures
The
for all
Made Accessible by This
alarming enough, taken In connection
Great System,
with our available sumvly of wood.
The total amount of merchantable
timber In the United States is beCan learn of much that is
Into the Hands of
lieved to be less than 2,000 billion
Attorney Ocnoral Himpart Now I'lnn to OlsHplliw Ilhwil t'uiiihinr Is to Tlirow Tin-iintensely Interesting and create
feet. If the demand could be kept
. Kecc4
Has Alremly lleen Started Against the. Tobacco Trust. Xews Item.
Action
ami
Sell
Their
Flunt.
to visit the
burndesire
a
stationary, and no timber were
ed ud bv forest fires, we should have
twenty years from now only what
suits of Mr. Hess's work will be resoon be the chief source of supour forests would have grown In the will
ply.
ported In a bulletin on the ateel- Interval.
hardening metul deposits other than
The policy of the government In
Three-fourtby obtaining a map folder of th
of the population of creating
manganese.
west,
national forests In the
Che country is east of the Mississippi,
Mexican Central Railway, as In
favor-albl- e
in
wltih
taken
connection
the
It are to be found brief sketchbut more than half of the timber
and topographical conNOTICE FOll PUBLICATION.
es of plaoa end things In Mexsupply is west of it. The went has ditionsclimatic
intrees,
growth
of
for
the
It
for
ico that, for grandeur, antiquity
In Its forests material to last
a future supply which will be
Department of the Interior, land of
nearly tlfty years If Its capita con sures
and historical value, have no
to
greatly
the west's advantage.
fice at Santa Fe, X. M., June 24,
sumption is no greater than that of When
equal 1n the world.
Inevitable
the
timber
of
time
1907.
Folders, rates and all Inforthe country at large and If it can shortage arrives, the cost of trans
annual
same
to
the
hold itself down
mation furnished on application
portation In the long haul across the
total. This, however, takes no ac continent
aid the west in supNotice Is hereby given that Lucas
count of the demands which a de plying its will
own needs first The na
Oallegos, of San Rafael, N. M., has
C. F. BERNA
veloping country
makes. But the tional forests
must
be tlrfrt of all for
filed notice of his intention to make
east has not enough saw timber of the supply of western
five-yeneeds.
The
Commercial
Agent
proof
of
In support
final
Its own to Jaat tilte-- i. years. In point cast had originally the bulk of the
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No,
of fact the east is already drawing so country s forests. it has largely
PASO,
TEXAS.
EL
699S made April 22, 1902, for the
heavily upon the northwest for lum- wasted them. The west has now a
W, D; MURDOCH,
Wft SEK. and Si SW. section 34
ber that the railroads have trouble considerable
provision
future.
for
the
township 5 N., range 7 W., and that
Passenger Traffic Manager.
to handle the traffic. The position The presence of the national forests Investigation
Proves
That
proof
will
be
said
j. Mcdonald,Agent
made
before
which Douglas fir holds Illustrates will Insure lor all time a permanent
beU.
S.
Genl. Pass.
Mlrabal.
commisprogress
court
rapid
toward
west's
the
wood-usin- g
insupply
of
material
for
Mineral Valuable For
CITY OF MEXICO, MEXICO;
sioner, at San Rafael, N. M., on Aug
coming the principal source of sup- dustries In tine west, although the
ust 6, 1907.
ply of saw timber, and the fulling oft actual holdings of the federal govIn the production of eastern states ernment
He names the following witnesses
That Purpose.
in themselves are by no
to prove his continuous residence upheld first place. means sufficient
which formerly
to
furnish
all
the
on, and cultivation of. the land, viz:
Douglas fir now ranks second only timber which will be needed. They
to yellow pine In total cut, and yields win also have an influence in en
Manuel Lucero, Trinidad Sabedra,
Is believed to
finding
what
Tho
of
one-haas
lumber.
much
about
- be a valuable bed of tungsten in New Manuel Montoya, Vtctorino TruJUlo,
couraging privaU holdings
Never before has It outranked white lands to take car of them ofin timberall
of San Rafael, N. M.
a way Mexico and probably another In Aripine, whtuh for many years stiod that will keep them in a productive
MANUEL R. OTERO,
extent,
zona,
may
greater
be
of
far
as
white
first, and later second. Just
Register.
The question wihat to do for commercially, than at first appeared.
o
pine had to give way to southern yel- state.
timber that can not be had In need
So many Investigations Tiave been
VIA
low pine, this In lis turn will be su- ed
remedy
The best
quantities Is likely to become carried on In connection with the
for bachache,
perseded by Douglas nr, which Is also acute In the east.
weak kidneys, lnflamation
of
the
of
and
of
crucible
steel
manufacture
Oregon
pine.
known as red tlr and
d
tool steels that further bladder Is DeWltt's Kidney and Blad
It is found nowhere east of the Rocky
ACKNOWLEDGE IT.
advance In this direction would seem der Pills. Their action is prompt
mountains, and by far the greatest Albuquerque
and sure. A week's treatment for
lias to llow to tlie In most lmprobanlo, but the combina 25c.
quantity of it is in Oregon and WashSold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
tion of other metals with steel has
evitableScores of Citizens
ington.
spe
give
fully
they
now
It
shown
that
Frove
It.
Leading Lumber States.
A large line of brass, bronzed and
title properties that adapt It especial- iron beds, small refrigerators, carAfter reading the public statement! ly to particular uses
The passing of the white pine of
pets,
by
metals,
the
linoleum, window shades, curemphasized
Is
of this representative citizen of Albu
The known
the lake states
stair pads, mattresses,
statistics gathered by the census, querque given below, you must come named In the order of Importance of tain poles, ranges,
baby Iron beds,
which In 1870, 1880, and 1890 show- to this conclusion: A remedy which production und use, are nickel, chro- stoves and
tomanganese,
tungsten, molyb Futrelle Furniture Co.
ed Michigan the leading state in cen- cured years ago, which has kept the mium,
cobalt,
the
vanadium,
In
titanium,
production
lumber.
denum,
of
tal
kidneys in good health since, can be
sus of 1900 Wisconsin had passed to relied upon to perform the 8am e and uranium. The vulue of these
metals produced In the I'nited States
first place, with Michigan second and work in other cases. Read this:
riRE
45S. 327,
amounted to
of
Minnesota third. This relative posiMrs.
Hall, of 322 West Hunlng in 106131)3.667
TO
INSURANCE
was for tungsten. The
until 1904, avenue, J.Albuquerque,
which
tion was not changed
Mexico,
New
Secretary
Building Asaoeta
Mutual
Intungsten,
price
of
which
has
been
when Washington appeared at the says:
"My daughter used Doan's creasing
principal points In Illinois. Iowa, Kan
of years, was tlon. Office at S17 West RaUrea
top of the column and Louisiana was Kidney Pills
with very good results. quoted atfor$5 a tonumber
sas, Michigan, Minnesota, .Mlssoast,
$6 per unit (1 per avenue.
and She suffered for
third, with Wisconsin fourth
year
se
over
a
with
2ortn and South Dakota a ana Wisfifth. Louisiana now takes second vere pains across her loins and kid cent of a ton) In 105, and at $12
consin.
per unit In the spring of 1907.
place, while Wisconsin goes down neys, so severe
&
TRIMBLE
CO.
W.
L.
Dates of sale June 15, 16, IT, 22,
was
at
times
she
that
from second to third and Minnesota unable to be around.
Only Small Quantities.
23, 24, 29. 80, July 1. 2, S, 4, 6, , 19,
I heard of
from fourth to seventh. Mississippi Doan's Kidney
pres
Only
quantities
11,
are
at
small
12. 19. 20, and 21. Final return
Pills and induced her
LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND
and Arkansas have moved up to fifth
ent imported into the I'nited States,
limit October 81st.
try them. She felt great relief as
and slxt'h places, while Michigan goes to
TRANSFER
STABLES.
European markets utilize practicfrom the first and continued their
to fourth.
all that is produced In foreign
New York, in 1850, led all the use until cured. I gave a statement ally
mostly In Peru and Aus- Horses and Mulee Bought and
localities,
states In the production of lumber to this effect some four years ago, tralia. Large
deposits of tungsten are
Philadelphia and Return
say
today,
31st,
and
would
January
Pennsylvania rose to first place ten
in Australia, and it Is not Imyears later, and New York dropped 1907, that we were not only given found
IN
obTOURNOUTS
CIT1
BEST
THE
may
probable
sufficient
be
that
to second. In the period following reason to appreciate Doan's Kidney tained there to permit a certain por- Second Street, between Railroad ana
the civil war the rapid extension of Pills at that time, but both my tion of it to be shipped to the United
$59,25
Copper Avenue.
railroads brought Into market the daughter and myself will vouch for States, but for the present this coungreat whlte-pln- e
forests of the lake their value as strongly as ever, and try will have to look within its
Tickets on sale July 11, 12 and 18.
TOTI A OR API
states, and the chief source of supply can heartily recommend them to borders for Bounces of supply. oira
Return limit July 23rd. By depositing
moved thither. Michigan first, then other sufferers."
The
Increased
demand
for the Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Haj this ticket and paying $1 It may be
Wisconsin, went to the front. When
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
meLals has stimulatextended to leave Philadelphia up to
Grain and Fuel.
Washington supplanted the latter the rents.
Foster-MUbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
prospecting for the ores In the
and Including July Slat.
Uquon
leadership had crossed the continent. New York, sole agents for the United ed
Imported
Wines
Fine
Line
of
United States, and information conIn tlfty years it passed from an At States.
and Cigars. Place your orders
cerning
Is eagerly sought.
So
them
lantic to a 1'twine coast slate.
Remember the name Doan's and many Inquiries have reached
the
this line with us.
T. E. Purdy, Agent.
Source of Supply.
IlS-m-No. 29 I'nited States geological survey that
take no other.
NORTH TH T.D ST.
a
Investigation
special
subof the
The holding of first rank In pro
ject has been planned, which has
A Wonderful Ilapnenuur.
Auction by a state does not locate the
The best remedy for backache, been assigned to Frank L. Hess. In
country a chief source of supply,
THIRD
Washington now stands first among weak kidneys, lnflamation of the the course of this work, which will
extend throughout the summer and
Bladthe states, yet the south Is supplying bladder Is DeWltt's Kidney isandprompt
DKVOKS READY PAINT
into the fall, Mr. Hess will visit
Their action
more lumber than uhe west. But the der Pills.
One Gallon Corers SOO Square Feel
Dakota, Idaho, Colorado, Monmagnificent yellow-pin- e
forests of the and sure. A week's treatment for South
PALMETTO ROOF FAINT
Co. tana, Washington. Oregon, California, AU Kinds of
south are being rapidly cut and mar 25c. Sold by J. H. O' Rielly
Fresh and Salt Meu
Nevada, L'tah, and Arizona. Tho re- Stops
Leaks, Lasts Fire Yean.
keted, just as was done with the
Steam Sausage Factory.
whlte-pln- e
Little
Early
DeWltt's
Risers
forests of Michigan and
EMIL KLIENWORTC
Subscrllie for Tlie Cittern and get
Minnesota during the thirty years fol Small, sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
408 Wo t Ratlrood Aronuo
Masonlo Building, North Third tree
the news.
lowing 1870. Hut the Pacific coast O'Rlelly & Co.
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DEPOSITS

SAVINGS

PINAFORE
With Ample Mean

and Cnrarpamed

Fftcllltltfc

Mexican Central

I

Extendi to Depositor
New

and

Bollolts

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FK RT.

TOURISTS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

n

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

ALBUQUERQUE,

omcm

MEW MEXICO

and

ommeroRm

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD8
M. W. FLOTJRNOY
FRANK McKM
R. A. FROST
B. F. RAYNOLDI

HARDENING
METAL

Every Proper Accommodation,
Capital, 1110,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrtdge, Solomon Luna, A- - II. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.

o,

TUNGSTEN STEEl

Accounts

u.

m.

Preaideal
Vlca Prealdent
CasUer
Assistant Caahlar
Director

BmroBiTomr

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus, and Profits
Depository for AtchUee, Topeka k Seats Pe

ar

1600,eMJ
I25Q.000.M
Railway

Company

c

IT WEANS HIM
The runniag of a bank account has a
tendency to. wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

kf

Special Excursions

money.

high-spee-

s

s

s

s

s

n

We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf.

steel-hardeni-

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

A. E. WALKER,

2nd

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

f'

STREET

Meat Markot

2nd and Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

steel-hardeni-

m

d Cold

j

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Thos. F. Keleber

Whose Fault It It?
The plan of your new hoime may
le correct, but unless you have good
boarding material you're goLnjr to be
disappointed "That's "What!"
"It's
wp to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes Into your house
conies from this house --then you'll
get the right thing at th right price
every time.

JAP-A-LA- C.

The Gospel of True Temperance
iGuarantecd
Under the

F000 AND
DRUGS ACT
UR

Serial No. 6768.

E2el

FnP?4
A.. V

fl (

IS A MILD STIMULANT versus A STRONG INTOXICANT.
(Ordinarily, Uecr b Just What You Waut.)

Famous

o)

O)

RIO

St. Louis

LIQUOR

1I11HIII

1 ""

oxsacarC0rCeKa59rGmarC
x

6

3? tho Brewery In St.

Loula.J

ESTABLISHED

"OLD RELIABLE."

1171.

B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
in the Southwest.

UaSaA,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

Albuquerque.

Distributers,

3 Dottlad Cr'.j
Ih

I!

Is Thoroughly Slt rilizod,
U Full v Aged, which moans No Hiliousness.
liEEH OF AMEUICA.
TABLE
STANDAUD
1IOMK.
UK IN KVKKY
Tilii

COMPANY,

GO,

.

Corner Third and Marquatta

La

The American Brewing Company Sta Louis,
CONSOLIDATED

LUMBER

Phow

eHE MIAN

Is absolutely Ture and Healthful.
which uicutw No Germs. t HUL 1.1)

GRANDE

$

RAILROAD AVENTJ.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

J

JtNEKIAY,

JTJMT

'ALBUQUERQUE

lTfl07.

EXPERFS

HAOERIAAN'S

REPORT

WOULD NOT STAND THE
T OF DAY

general maintenance fund to the
convict's earnings fund. The treasurer's books show this transaction in
Its entirety.
In explanation as to why this was
done, will say, that the fiscal year
of the territory ends on Nov. 30th
and any balances left In any fund
are reported by the auditor as a sur
plus in such funds and in this case
had this money not been withdrawn
from the penitentiary maintenance
fund, the penitentiary would have
failed to receive the benefit of the
full appropriation made by the legislature. By drawing same from the
maintenance fund and placing the
same amount in the convict earnings
account, which account is not sub
ject to the auditor with reference to
closing at the end of fiscal year as
to reporting any surplus for the rea
son that the convict s earning ac
count
receives no appropriation,
saved this amount to the penitentiary.
As a large amount of the expenditures made from the convict's earnaccount is applied in paying ac
365.00 ing
counts chargeable
to maintenance,
the placing of this money in the conaccount,
earning
vict's
it would take
the course for which It was appropriated by the legislature.

(Continued From Pago One.)
of freight
Amount
made. However It can be readily seen (16)
claimed .to have been paid
that I have charged Mr. Bursum with
per cash book page No. 10
more than $32,000, In round numSept. 4, 1900, $250; and
bers than anywhere mentioned In the
former report and as to the remit- . page 11, Oct. 16, 1900,
to
tance
$115
the territorial treasurer,
No record of freight bills
have credited Mr. Bursum's account
and until proper receipt
with more than $10,000.
can be produced
this
This, of course, Includes the money
amount correctly stands
paid In by Mr. Bursum voluntarily,.
as a debit to II. O. Bur- 11.027, and the 12,470.38, paid under protest, on demand of the
general, but after deducting
$14,425.88
Total
these items still leaves in round num"Item No. 1, ' 10,00b vltrlfled
bers, more than 16,000, paid over to
.brick In A, T. & S. F. car No.
the territorial treasurer and all of
which is covered by receipts from the 77870.
of
This Is the car of brick, In which
territorial treasurer, the stubs
which are on file In his office and as It Is stated in the former report "as
shown In detail In the main body of having been shipped to H. O. Bursum
my report.
at Albuquerque, Feb. 7, 1905, and no
Contingent expense Is composed of payment shown for same in records
expenditures for the following pur- turned over by Mr. Bursum."
poses:
This Is absolutely Incorrect and
the record as to this transaction in
Freight,
Included
which
the books of Mr. Bursum, and which
freights on materials like
were In possession ' of the examiner,
Rrick and lime, sold F.
Is perfectly plain.
This car was in
O. B. Cars at other points
voiced to E. E. Carnahan and draft
than Santa Fe and freight
$8,814.04 with bill of lading attached sent to
prepaid
telegrams
Telephone,
the Bank of Commerce at Albuquer- and
2,233.8
express
aue. and Mr. carnahan notified. Mr
.Supplies and material purCarnahan called at the bank, paid
the draft, received his bill of lading,
chased in the open mar5,026.29 got his car of brick and the same
ket
expenses
was properly charged to him on his
In
and
Rewards
pursuit of escapes ....... 1,921.15 account and he received credit for
his payment. Not only in this transto
action was included the particular
their
of prisoners
car,
part
large
of
A
but on the following day the 8th
homes.
of February, an additional car went
this was on account of U.
forward (See Invoice No. 2199) lor
8. prisoners
and came
which an additional hundred dollars
back to the territory by
was charged and when paying his
U. S. payments and Is Included in the charges of
draft and taking up his bills of lad
Ing. he included this second car.
cash received from that
4,274.64
source
Remittance was made by the bank
4.625.85 oi tne ilioo tnus collected and as
Additional services
Miscellaneous expenditures. 3,928.29 stated above Mr. Carnahan received
his credit on the books of the peni$28,824.15 tentiary as shown on journal page
Total
1 have also compiled and submit
453, and the $200 thus received was
here with an ltlmized statement of promptly deposited with the terrl
showing
dates and torial treasurer to the credit of the
these expenditures,
amounts and classified as above and convict's earning fund. The follow
Ing is a copy of the invoice in ques
of which the above Is a summary.
The following is a summary (copy) tion:
Reld,
General
Invoice No. 2198,
furnished
compiled
the parties who made
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 7, 1907
E. E. Carnahan,
under their direction
former
;t,
'jrmatlon
by
Albuquerque, N. M.
or from
furnished
them, shovVMg specific amounts and
To the New Mexico penitentiary,
items, which were claimed In the for- Dr. H. O. Bursum, Superintendent.
mer report, to toe due to the territory
1905.
from H. O. Bursum, and on which Feb 7. for 10.000 common
pavers at $10
$100.00
the demand for payment was based.
A. T. & S. F. car No. 77870.
For convenience, for the purpose of1
readily referring to these items,
Draft Attached to Bill of Lading.
have numbered same.
"Item No. 2. Receipts on Jour.Summitry of Amounts Due By II. O. nal and not-ocash book $168.45."
In making my statement of charges
liurmim.
(1) 10 M Vitrified brick in
against Mr. Bursum for cash re.
A. T. &
F. "car No.
ceived I have not only charged him
$ 100.00 with
77870
this amount, but with about
2) Receipts on journal and
132,000 more,
168.45
not on cash book
"Item No. 3. Remittance of May
(3) Remittance of May 26,
26, 1899, belonging to E. H. Berg'
1899, belonging to E. H.
man and credited to H. O. Bursum
Bergman and credited to
on cash book page 10. $700."
IH. O. Hursum
on cash
Mr. Bergman owed this amount of
700.00 money the same as any other Individ
book, page 10
4) Amount turned over to
ual who was indebted to the pen!
tentlary and his account was in fact,
H. O. Bursum by conwhether it was treated so or not, one
victs to pay bill of Winters
ters Grocery Co., which
of the bills receivable, turned over
to Mr. Bursum on taking charge.
bill was not paid and the
money never turned over
When paid by Mr. Bergman, it an
to the incoming auoerin- account was kept iwith him. he should
175.05 have received credit on the books of
tendent for disbursement.
5) Warrant No. 2012, Dec.
the penitentiary and Mr. Bursum
properly charged with that amount
9th, 1902, favor of H. O.
Bursum, withdrawing balof money. It is a fact, however, that
ance In general maintenas soon as this money was received
ance fund. 53rd fiscal vear
It was promptly deposited with the
and not accounted for. . . 152.27 territorial treasurer to the credit of
No(6) Warrant No. 2401
the convict s earning fund, as shown
by territorial treasurer's receipt No.
vember 30th, 1903, favor H.
withdrawing
O. Bursum,
339, and Mr. Bursum was entitled to
balance in general maincredit. It makes no difference as to
tenance fund, 54th fiscal
whether or not any entries were made
vear and not accounted
on the penitentiary books as long
861.92 as this money was turned Into the
for
(7) Warrant No. 3138, Jantreasury.
territorial
In July, 1906.
uary 8th. 1906, drawn fawhen Mr. Bursum voluntarily turned
vor of "Jack Donovan or
me
in
this $700
fi.izi it included
Bearer,"
endorsed
and
(See treasurer's
receipt No. 904)
cashed by H. O. Bursum
did this in error, as it can be
lie
by
and amount retained
readily seen that the sum of $1,400
H. t). Bursum without the
had actually found its way into the
knowledge or consent of
territorial treasury In cash, and
per
said Donovan as
his
placed to the credit of convict's earn
affidavit, dated Jan. 6th,
ings, to pay one account of 1700.
19U6
400.75
While the item of $1,027 of Wind
(8) Amount of G. W. Bond
sor was not Included in the demand or
&
Brothers, check No.
summary of amounts due from II. O.
209, August
28th, 1899,
Hursum. It was a similar transaction
on
not chanted
cash
Mr. Windsor is a contractor in San
book
677.23 ta te, and owed the penitentiary an
(9) Amount due by Individaccount.
Mr.
personally
Bursum
uals but not included in
coneciea irom Mr. Windsor $1,027,
statement oft II. O. Burfailed to credit Mr. Windsor upon
sum (Exhibit G) showthe books of the penitentiary,
but
ing balances due the peniturned the money over to the territentiary at date of his retorial treasurer for the benefit and
tirement, April 12, 1906.. 9,894.68 credit of the convict a fund, and then
Corrected amount per Exagain in July, 1906, at the same time
14,129.24 ne turned in the Bergman $700, turnhibit "H"
Less: Items Included In the
ed over to the treasurer S 1.02 7 more.
$168.25 shortage
67.25 making an actual cash receipt by the
territorial treasurer of $2,054 to pay
14,061.99 an account of only $1,027. In these
H. O. Bursum statement
two items it is easy to see where
(Exhibit l
4,167.41 Bursum "got the worst of it" by
(10)
of double
Amount
i, i.
credit for freight on brick
"Item No. 4. Amount turned over
machinery shown on cash
to H. O. Bursum to pay bill
to
book, page 10, September
Winters Grocery Co., which bill was
22, 1900, and als In connot paid and the money never turn
tingent fund September
ed over to the incoming superintend
25, 1899, per Journal, page
ent ror disbursement.
11
437.48
charge
This was an improper
(11) Amount credited to M.
against Mr. Bursum, as the peni
R. Otero October 6, 1904,
or tne territory, had no in
tentiary
on' cash book, page 22 as
terest whatever in this matter; this
$100, should be $140
40.00 was money mat belonged to the conThis $40 Is shown on jourvicts, for which supplies .had been
nal page No. 444 as a
purchased for them, such supplies so
on amount due by
purchased charged to Mr. Bursum
Mr. Otero.
personally and he alone was person
(12) Amount due for Smith
ally responsible for the account. As
typewriter
No.
Premier
soon as he received statement from
per
purchased
422792.
the Winters Grocery Co., he prompt
Vou. No. 300 July 30th,
ly paid tne Dill.
During the whole
1901. and in exchange for
time that he was superintendent of
a Smith Premier No. 113,-60the penitentiary, convicts would dethe former number
posit with him such moneys as they
92.25 might earn from the sale of litllu
cannot be located
(13) Amount of check Anarticles made by them, and an acson & Holman. January
count was kept with each and such
26. 1903, not entered on
supplies or material as they were al
but entered
cash book,
lowed to purchase would be bought
on journal page No. 388
and for the sake of convenience,
200.00 charged to Mr. Bursum.
and then erased
This Is a
(14
of double
Amount
practice
that has always been la
credit on payment to Coloforce and is today.
rado Fuel & Iron Co., per
"Item No. 5. Warrant No. 2012.
credit through contingent
Dec. 9. 1902. favor 11. O. Bursum.
fund on Journal pate 211
withdrawing
Keneral
balance
in
Oct. 2.i. litul. $38.72 and
maintenance fund. 63rd fiscal year.
Vou. No. 316, War. No.
un. I not accounted for $152.2 7."
1649. Nov. 29, 1901, $21 82
This warrant was accounted for bj
und Vou. No. 360. War. No
being deposited with the territorial
38.72 treasurer, together with other mon1648. No. 29 .1901, $16 90.
(15) Amount paid for Whim
ies, under date
of Dec. 9, 1 y i2.
and wire rope Vou. No.
Treasurer's receipt No. 585. Th
359,
1903. favor
June.
warrant In nuestion was never cash.
Hendri & Bothort $111.-6ed by Mr. Bursum, but the Identical
Freight paid per
so drawn was deposited by
warrant
journal,
page No. 401
Mr. Bursum and simply
amounted
10.56
122.18 to a transfer of this amount from the
.

n

....

te

2,

2.

"item No. 6. Warrant No. Z401,
Nov. 30, 1903, favor H. O. Bursum,
withdrawing balance In the general
maintenance fund, 64th fiscal year,
and not accounted for $S61.92."
This is exactly a similar transaction
to No. 5, with the exception of number of warrant and dates. This war
rant was drawn Nov. 80, 1903, was

with the
not cashed but
treasurer on Dec. 1, 1903, and is in
cluded In treasurer's receipt No. 655.
The same explanation applies as to
No. 6.

"Item No. 7. Warrant No. S13S,
January 8, 1906, drawn in favor of
"Jack Donovan or bearer," endorsed

and cashed by II. O. Bursum and
amount retained by II. O. Bursum
without the knowledge or consent of
said Donovan as per his allldavlt,
dated January 6, 1906, $400.75."
This was an improper cnarge as
the penitentiary was in no way interested .in this account. Mr. Donovan was not looking to the penitentiary for any salary or wages that
might be due him, but was looking
to H. O. Bursum.
A full explanation of this matter is given in the
testimony, taken before this referee,
Donovan, and
by Mr.
subscribed
which testimony shows that not only
this $400.75, but additional moneys
had been received by Mr. Donovan
of wages
on advances on account
made by H. O. Bursum, and that
was
more
due to
this amount and
Bursum from Donovan, and that it
was perfectly right and proper for
Mr. Bursum to cash this warrant and
retain the proceeds.
Following is a full copy of Mr.
Donovan's testimony:
"On this 26th day of June, A. D.
1907, I caused to appear before me
at my ottlce in the capitol building
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, at th
hour of 10 o'clock a. m., Jack Donovan for the purpose of examination
with reference to his knowledge in
connection with the investigation
of the New Mexico penitentiary, and
at the hour and place mentioned, tho
said Jack Donovan being present, accompanied by his counsel, J. P. Victory, Esq., was by me first sworn
and duly testified as follows:
(Signed):
C. V. SAFFORD,
Referee.
Examination by Referee.
Q. Mr. Donovan please state your
name, age and residence.
A. I could not state my age for
I don't know about fifty years old,
John Donovan, residence Santa Fe.1st,
Q. Mr. Donovan from May
19ii3. to Oct. 1st, 1903, how were you
employed?
A. I was 'employed in "the mountains, prospecting for coal.
Q.By whom were you employed?
A. By Mr. H. O. Bursum, superintendent of the penitentiary.
y. What wages did he agree to
pay you?
A. Three dollars per day.
y. From May 1st, 1901, to October 1st, 1903, is about five month
and counting thirty days to the
month, would make one hundred and
fifty days, and at three dollars per
day you would be entitled for your
services the sum of $450. Is that
-

correct?

Yes, sir.
Then, from October 1st, 1903,
to July 1st, 1905, how were you employed?
A. I was employed as foreman at
the quarry gelling out clay and lime;
rock.
Q.
You were at this time in the
employ of H. O. Bursum, superln
tendent?
A. Yes, sir.
y. At what wages were you em
ployed during mat period i
a. At seventy-fiv- e
dollars per
montn.
y. From Oct. 1, 1903, to July 1,
1905, is about one year and
nine
months Is it not, and at the seventy-fiv- e
dollars per month, you would be
pay for twenty-on- e
to
entitled
monms, wnicn as I figure Is 1 1,575.
Is that the amount you claim for
your services ror that period?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. From July 1st, 1905, to April
12th, 1906, how were you cmoloyed?
A. As foreman of the clay bank
and quarry, Dut my wages were de
ducted to sixty dollars per month.
Q. From July 1st, 1905, to April
12, iaoH, is nine months and a thl M,
is it not?
A. Yes,
It is nine-- - months and
twelve days.
Q. And at sixty dollars per month
you would bp entitled for this time
to the sum of $564?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Thei aocxrrtlni: to th rhove
figures from May 1, 1903, the day you
commenced work for Mr. Bursum,
superintendent
of the penitentiary,
up to the 12th day of April, 1906,
when he left t".e penitentiary, you
would be en'.itUJ for services ren
dered to the tum of $2,589.
A. yes, sir; that is right.
Q.
During all of this time that
you were employed by Mr. Burrum,
as matea above, were you paid
monthly?
a. no, sir.
y. Then you were not on a regu
lar pay roll?
A. No, sir.
y. How did you draw your sal
ary?
'A.
I drew my money lust as I
wanted It. $5. $10. 815. 820. 825 or
$50 cash, out of the cash drawer, and
sometimes I drew It by voucher.
y. wny aid you draw your money
in this way?
A. Because I left it in the hands
f Mr. Bursum for safe keeninir and
only drew It as I needed it.
y. Did Mr. Bursum ver Hive vou
his personal check.
A.
les, on one or two occasions
that I romember of.
Q.
Mr. Bursum had no personal
Interest In your salary, directly or Indirectly. Did he or not?
hy, no.
A.
y. At the time Mr. Bursum left
the penitentiary thera was milte a
balance due you was there not?
A.
Yes, sir.
y. And did you have a settlement
with Mr. W. D. Newcomb. who was
acting as clerk there at the penitentiary?
A.
e. He made up mv account
and he said there is so many hun-lirdollars coming to me and I ask-- I
A.
Q.

ej
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that was all. t was satisfied
that there had been a mistake made
in my account, but he gave me a
voucher for the amount that he
claimed was due me and I asked htm
at what rate he figured my account
ed If

at, and he said "sixty dollars per
month." I asked htm who authorised
htm to figure up my account at sixty
dollars per month and he said "Mr.
Bursum." Mr. Bursum was away at
the time and I could not go to him.
Immediately upon Mr. Bursum s return, I saw him at the Claire hotel
and told him about the mistake and
he told me that my salary should
dolhave been figured at seventy-fiv- e
lars per month, instead of sixty dol
lars, and that It was Mr. Newcomb'S
mistake and that he would rectify it.
and Mr. Bursum then gave me $100
and subsequently he paid me the balance of the $469, which was the dif
ference between the time that I
worked at sixty dollars per month
and the rate for which I worked as
agreed between myself and Mr, Bursum, as testified to above.
Q. This $469 then that you have
received since Mr. Bursum went out
of the penitentiary has been paid to
you personally by Mr. Bursum and
not on a warrant Issued by the penitentiary?
A. Yes, he paid me in cash and
by his own check.
Q. And at this time you have been
fully paid, either in check of Mr.
Bursum cash out of the cash drawer
or by cash given you personally by
Mr. Bursum or by voucher for all of
your services rendered to the peni1903, to
tentiary from May 1st,
April 12th, 1906, inclusive, and the
superas
penitentiary or Mr. Bursum
intendent, does not owe you anything?
A. No, sir. Mr. Bursum does not
owe me anything, neither does the
penitentiary for services during that
time.
y. Mr. Donovan, you were asked
In an altidavit, which is purported to
have been signed by you, in regard to
a voucher which was voucher No. C8
for $400.75, which is dated January
6th, 1906, which was cashed by Mr.
H. O. Bursum.
Please explain how
Mr. Bursum came to cash that warrant.
A. When I asked Mr. Bursum
about that $400.76, he said: "That
Is the money that you have drawn
out of cash drawer in $5 and $10 and
small amounts," and that he could
not get his money back In any way,
only to draw a warrant in my name
That is what he told me.
y. Is it or is it not a fact, that
vou had drawn that amount and that
he was entitled to reimburse himself
by cashing your warrant?
th
A. Certainly. I had drawn
money, but I did not keep an exact
memorandum of the amounts. But
It was about that amount and he
was entitled to cash a warrant to
reimburse himself.
y. I notice from your affidavit
that the impression would be conveyed! from Its reading, that a final
settlement of your account was
made by you with Mr. Bursum
personally on the 10th of April,
not
State
whether or
1906.
that settlement was or was not made
by you personally with Mr. Bursum
at that time, or whether u was maoe
with Mr. Newcomb, the bookkeeper.
A. It was made with Mr. Mew
comb and not Mr. Bursum and then
really a settlement was not made, but
simply looked over
Mr. Newcomb
the account and gave me the amount,
which I believed to toe about $400
short, and when I saw Mr. Bursum
he corrected this and the mistake oc-o
curred by figuring the wrppg rate
salary.
Q. Then If I understand you, tliS
matter of dispute of some $400 be
tween you and
the New .Mexico
penitentiary was purely a mistake
caused by Mr. Newcomb and recti
fled by Mr. Bursum?
A. Yes. sir; that is right.
Q.
time Mr. Donovan, you
gave Mr. R. C. Gortner an order for
fifty dollars and in your final settlement you paild a bill of forty-nin- e
dollars for material charged to you
and both of these amounts were de
ducted from what was coming to
you, were they not?
A. Yes, sir.
(Signed):
JOHN DONOVAN
After the said witness had testi
fied as above, his testimony was read
by me to him, and ho subscribed
the same and again swore the same
to be true.
C, y. SAFFORD,
(Signed):
r Referee.
"Item No. 8. Amount of O. "W- &
Bond
Brothers check. No. 207,
August 28, 1899, not charged on cash
book, $677.23."
(This check while not appearing on
tne cash book, was received by H.
O. Bursum, and turned over to the
territorial treasurer, Aug. 30th, 1899,
two days after Its date and is covered by treasurer's receipt No. 356 of
that date. Should Mr. Bursum pay
same again as demanded, it would
be paying the account a second time
as In the case of "Item No. 3," and
the following mention of the ' wind
sor transaction."
"Item No. 9. Amounts due by
individuals but not included In state
ment of 11. O. Bursum (Exhibit O)
showing balances due to penltentliry
at date of his retirement, April 12,
1906, $9,894.58, corrected amount per
Exhibit "11" $14,129.24. less items
included In $168.25 shortage $67.25
$14,061.99."
In the first place this is not a
proper charge as this amount is supposed to represent the aggregate
amount of bills receivable turned
over to the Incoming superintendent
and in the second place these
amounts are not correct by reasons
of errors made when reproducing the
Individual ledger, as will be shown
later.
As amounts claimed to have been
misappropriated or unaccounted for,
were from the material accounts, 11
transactions for the sale of material
and payments for same by individuals purchasing, have been very carefully checked, Item by item, as shown
in detail in main portion of report
and the following Is a summary of
the material account:
II. O. Bursum In account with material sold, during term of ottlce and
for which he was accountable.
To material sold
$96,321.15
At-on- e

By cash received

$ 80,429.17

errors
Rebates, account
2,914.26
and discounts
Freights deducted account
material sold F. O. B.
cars, other points than
1,060.17
.Santa Fe
Services rendered and oth
purchased
er material
and allowed as offsets. . 1.252. ...I
10,655.02
Bills receivable
$96,321.15
Total ..
This statement is significant and I
wish your honor to carefully consid
er same. Nowhere in the former re
port is a statement made of the gross
amount of material sold and it was
impossible for them to make a correct one, on account of errors and
up material
omissions In charging
A
sold.
to credits to material ac2
count on pa&e
of former report,
appears "Through sales of brick, lime
etc., $78,460.14."
This amount is
purported to be taken from "rewrit
ten casn boon, put HKtne report no
statement Is made as to what amount
the former examiner found to be the
You will notice on
correct amount.

P.tGR

this statement above I charge Mr.
Bursum with receipts from the sale
of material $80,429.17; being $1,969.-0- 3
in cash, more than shown by figures in former report As to rebates
on pages 45 to 47 of former report,
a statement is made attempting to
show gross amounts of rebates, and
wnicn aggregate
ii.144.hd.
This
statement Is not classified and is ab
solutely incorrect. From this source
Bursum la entitled to credit to
amount as shown In above statement;
beuig the sum of Items as follows:

BETEJC--

Balance shown by report to be duet cash May 1. 1901, 60 cents. Failure.
$52. Error In falling to credit amount to credit by offset by Ice, $106.40;
of freight bill of a like amount and correct balance August 80th, accord'
which balances Mr. Manzanares ac Ing to books, $102.82.
With refer-

'

ence to this account, In checking over
count to a cent.
in Aug., 1904, Mr. Rixen-bu- rg
This account of Mr. Manzanares vouchers
was given a voucher which
was for a car of brick sold F. O. B.
and cashed for $188.46, I
Los Vegas and when remitting for
same, he remitted cash and freight caused Mr. Rlvenburg to appear beme
fore
and as shown by his tesbill to cover the amount charged.
timony I find that he rendered a bill
Account of T. P. Gable.
for $325.25, which appears as vouchAmount of balance shown to he er No. 160. dated
1904, and
due, $2. Error by not charging in- that from .that bin March,
was deducted his
voice
1056,
$5.
Correct
82,914.26,
of
$1,060.17
amount
account at the penitentiary and tearand $1,252.53,
ing a credit balance in his favor
aggregating $5,226.96, and la made balance due Aug. 30 last, $7.
up of amounts as appear In detail Account of Onderdonk Dive Stock Co. $188.46, (or which he received a
Amount
of
balance
throughout my report showing dates
shown to be warrant and cashed. I have thereand amounts and posted to the in- due, $4. Error by failure to credit fore closed Mr. Rlvertburg's account
dividual account of parties entitled cash payment, made Dec. 14, 1901, and instead of owing the penitenof a like amount and account should tiary $209.70, he owes the penitenthereto.
tiary nothing.
As to bills receivable, in the de show balanced. L.
Bishop.
C.
Account of Dave Gonzales.
mand based on the former report. Aocount of shown
reby
to
be
naiance
due
nd included
in
demand,
the port, $9.10.
the
shown
Error in failure to ft? Amount
... report to be, due.
I.1
6 it
- l by
amount of bills receivable is fixed at credit cash payment
made Sept. 23, $3.40. Amount due Aug.
$14,061.99. while 1 find due from in
30th last,
laui, 18.40. It appears that Mr. $2.20.
dividuals the sum of $10,665.02 and Bishop
is still Indebted to the peni- Account of C. C. Luckenbach.
w filch is itemized and shown on pages
tentiary to the extent of 70 cents."
144 to 149 of my report. While giv- Account
Amount shown to be due. 130.90.
of Dr. llarroun.
ing Mr. Bursum about the same
Balance shown to be due by re- Error by failure to credit cash pay
amount of "paper credits" on the port.
falling
ment
of $5 Feb. 20, 1906.
$81.60.
In
Error
to
material account former report bills credit a like amount
Account of Antonio Sandoval.
receivable $14,061.99 and rebates $1,- - al services rendered, "by profession
for which
Amount shown to be due. IIS. Er
My figures. bill was rendered Aug. and
144.39 total 116,206.38.
23, 1905.
ror failure to credit cash payment
hills receivable 810.665.02.
rebates Account of Antonio Alarid.
Feb. 3, 1906, $16. Account
$5,226.96, total $15,891.98, or by my
Balance shown by report to be Aocount of J. J. Rutherford.balanced.
figures to be exact $696.60 more. $29.40.
failing
in
charge
to
Error
charge
However, I
Amount shown to be due. 849.24.
him in actual cash,
1129, $8; invoice 1167, $2; Error
as having been received, $1,969.03 Invoice 1172,
in charging
Invoice
2324.
$3.20, and Invoice No. $9.80.
By error in bringing down
more than shown by figures of for- invoice
1210,
$15,
nvoklng
a
debit
of
total
mer report, and less item of addi- $28.20 left off this account and Mr. balance, $2.70. Error in charging In
s, and rurther
tional "paper credits" given by me. Aland's balance should have been voice zisi,
error
In charging invoice
$695.60, leaves a net debit charged Aug. 30 last, $57.60.
$17.50.
2756.
to Mr. Bursum in cash of $1,273.40,
Total amount of credits which were
of M. E. Church.
more than claimed by the former re Account
to be given Mr. Rutherford,
Amount of balance shown by re- railed
port.
$38. and leaving
his balance due
port to be $221.23. Error in failing Aug.
80
last, $11.24, and this amount
to
comparisons
call to charge invoice 1050, $25.69, corI make these
has been paid and settled by Mr.
attention to the incorrectness of fig rect balance Aug. 30, $246.92.
Rutherford since.
ures In former report and In order to Account of St. John and Barnes.
Account
of E. F. Hobaxt.
still further demonstrate that fact, I
Balance shown in report, $43.50.
can attention a lltoie further on, to Error in drawing oft
Amount shown to be due, 80 cents.
balance,
$5.45.
some of the errors made In compiling Correct amount due Aug. 30th last, Failure
to charge invoice 1163.
$6.25, and invoice 1180. $4. Amount
these figures.
$48.95.
Aug.
I
original
80th, $11.05.
due
In this instance have the
of A. Lucero.
figures, made by ih9 rarty who com- Account
Balance shown to be due by re- Account of Belen Commercial Club.
piled the report, and on which was port, $48.10. This account should be
Amount shown to be due, $420.
based the amounts of bills receivable, credited by $10.60 cash, paid March In this amount Is included invoice
and had something tangible "to go 22 ,1904, leaving correct amount of No. 8143 for $140.
This material
against." I refer to hN reproduced balance, $37.60.
was furnished the Belen Commercial
Individual ledger snl his balance Account of H. P. Brown.
Club after retirement of Mr. Bursum
sheet, or rather his statement I
Amount of balance shown, $647.-- 4 and should not be charged to him
amounts due by I idl 'dr.a'.v a it is 2. Failure to charge Invoice No. and the correct balance with which
not a balance sheet and I might stale 1218, $165, error by failure of credits he was chargeable was $280.
that I can find no evll3.i?e that one cash payment, Dec. 13, 1902, $76.40, Account of D. A. Hughes.
was taken at any stage of the for- and a further credit of $571.02 which
Balance shown to be due, 76 cents.
mer investigation.
Is not shown by the books, but for Failure to charge $8.65
for hides
As to the difference between the which I am able to furnish proof purchased and failure to credit a
figures as shown by this individual positive of its payment and have like amount paid in cash Feb. 6th,
ledger and on which the figures in therefore credited Mr. Brown with leaving balance due of 75 cents and
the report were based, and my own this additional amount and charged which has since ben paid by Mr.
figures, I have used every means pos- Mr. Bursum and leaving a balance Hughes.
sible to meet the Issue squarely to due the penitentiary from Mr. Brown Aocount of Edward Lempke.
furnish to your honor a statement in under date of August 30 last, $160,
Error to failure to charge Invoice
this respect that could not be ques- Instead of $647.42.
1047, $30; invoice 1103, $62; Invoice
tioned.
1109, $110.50; Invoice 1111, $162.60;
Account of Antonio J. Ortiz.
To this end I tried to reconcile
While it happens that the balances Invoice 1138, $80; invoice 1199, $90;
these differences with the party who shown by the report and the balance error in charging invoice 1578, chargmade the former report, who is a due on Aug. SO, last are the same. ed as $65 when same should have
resident of Colorado.
yet In this aocount the examiner been charged at $165; error in chargThis gentleman dropped into Santa made errors by falling to charge In ing invoice 1838, charged as $70,
Fe on private business and imme- voice 1446,
$5
and Invoice 2067. should be $100.
diately after 1 learned of his presence $2.40, amounting to $7.40, and fail Aocount U. S. Indian School.
In the city, I called upon him and lng to credit Mr. Ortiz with cash
Amount shown to be due, $34.52..
stated that In going over these indi- payment of $7.40, paid Nov. 26, 1901. Errors in failure to charge Invoice
vidual accounts I differed very ma- Account of E. Hart.
1102, $68.91; invoice
1104. $70.73;
terially from his figures and requestBalance shown to be due by report, Invoice 1107, $68.88; invoice 1110,
ed that he give me a few hours and $37.40. Error by falling to give $27.65; Invoice 1122, $12.60; Invoice
that we together, reconcile our dif- credit on account of error in charg- 1128. $7.81; invoice 1143, $4,3; inferences
This he absolutely refused ing invoice 2296, $1.40. Correct bal voice 1145, $146.25;involce 1148, $40;
to do and I issued a subpoena and ance to be due $36.
Invoice 1165, $7.81;
invoice
forced him to appear and when be- Account of Fat Dopes.
$23.80; invoice 1163, $6.25; invoice
fore me, he again refused to enter in$10. Er 1178, $92.40; invoice 1179, $39.20;
Balance
shown
to
be
due.
to the matter at all, although ac- ror in falling to credit Mr. Dopes Invoice 1182, $27.46; error in entex-v- .
knowledging the compilation of this oy casn payment made .February zu. ing lnvoce 2928 as $2; shouid be
Individual ledger and statement. For 1906, of the same amount.
In this $21. DeWt difference 19. maMng
failure to do this he gave excuses as case an attempt was made to col ,tOt
amount bl debits omitted. On.
testimony
of
Mr.
set forth In the
lect this money from MCi Lopez, lie the
side by error in posting inFrancis M. McIIahon, tho gentleman held receipt from Mr. R. C. Gar- voicecredit
418, $7.60, instead of $1.65 the
in question.
rett, assistant superintendent, for the correct amount: difference. $5.95; er
As to this Individual ledger 1 want amount.
Mr. Dopes called upon Mr. ror in falling to credit rebate of
it understood that not one original Garrett and Mr. Garrett furnished Oct. 31. 1903, $4; error in bringing
figure made by former examiner has him with another ten dollars to past down balance
$700.
Correct bal- been changed
in any particular. the account.
Mr. Dopes paid this ance, $25.22.
These original figures are In Ink, with amount into the penitentiary
and Aocount of W. H. OOble.
the exception of footings and a few later on it was discovered that ths
Amount shown to be due, $11.80.
notations being in pencil. The addi- account had already been paid once Failure to credit Mr. Goble by bill
tional entries referred to in his testi- and Mr. Dopes was given back tho rendered for $9.66 and by drayage
mony, were made by me at bottom $10.
$4.60, amounting to $14.10.
In this
of accounts, showing errors in com- Account of A. Laoazalne.
case they sent Mr. Goble a bill for
to make proper
putations, failure
Amount shown to be due by re- $37.80 and attempted to collect same.
charges and credits
or erroneous port. $13.25.
Error in falling to See testimony of W. H. Goble.
charges and credits made as the case credit this account with an offset of
All of the above errors which have
might be.
a like amount under date of July been recited were either result of
1 have not token here the time or 25,
1901.
Mr. Dacazalne's aocount oversight or errors as these
all
space to record all such entries or has been balanced since that time. appear upon the books ofentries
original
omission of entries, as to do so Blmply Account of S. Spitz.
entry with the exception of a few of
takes time and space without giving
Amount of
shown' by re- th? credits proven by testimony and
any further real result. However, the port, $267.83. balance
by failing to which were easy to ascertain.
following Js a partial list and suf- credit Mr. Spitz,Error
by brick returned
"Item No. 10. .Amount of double
ficient to show the unreliability of under date of May
81. 1901. 233. credit for freight on brio
machinreport:
the former
leaving his balance due of SS34.83' ery shown on cash boo page 10.
Account of J. II. Sloan.
Since Aug. 30 last, Mr, Spits has Sept. 22, 1900, and also in contin
'Error In falling to charge invoice settled his account and In that setgent fund, Sept. lib, 1899, per jourNo. 1152. $35; invoice 1163, $5; In- - tlement he fulled to receive
credit nal page 11, $437.4S."
Volca 1158, $11.60; invoice 1162, $12.-50- : for this offset.
Only one credit has been taken for
Invoice 1169, $12.60; invoice 1175 Account of Simon Xeusbaum. v
this amount and that was the one
10.25; invoice 1177,
$6.25; invoice
Amount of balance as shown by claimed on the Journal as this "re1181,
(.8i; invoice lies, I7.8i; in report,
i&.yu.
wrror in railing to written cash book" was made from
voice 1195. $8.75; invoice 1204. $7
charge Mr. Neusbaum with invoice the Journal or rather posted
81; invoice 1222, $14;
a total of 1035, $1.88; invoice 1094, $1.88; In the Journal to the cash book. from
$135.18, debits of which no account voice 1096, 11.98; invoice 1112. 83.13 hard as a matter of bookkeepingIt is
to
was taken. On the other hand fail and invoice 1125, $4.68, making a understand how
conceived
ure to credit item of $51.60 cashJ total of $13.45 omitted on the debit that a double creditit waswasbeing
taken.
e in hub auLuuiii as side and
I'uj uitMii.
errors In falling to
"Item No. 11. Amount credited
shown by former statement, $638.72. credit Mr. further
Neusbaum with cash pay to M. It. Otero Oct. 5, 1904. on cash
Correct balance, $717.40.
ment of $12.30, made under date book page 22, as $100, should be
Account of Max Frost.
of June 1, 1903, and the further $140. This $40 Is shown on Journal
Error failure to charge invoice credit of cash payment
made Feb. page 444, as a rebate on amount due
120a, i(.m, and invoice 1319, 9.40. 20, 1906, of $6.15,
amounting
to
Otero."
Balance shown by former report. $18.45 cash credits omitted and leav by I Mr.
Investigated this matter and
$428.82.
$455.92. ing the correct balance due from Mr, find have
Correct balance,
$140 in cash was received
that
Since August 30th last, Mr. Frost has Neusbaum on August 30 last, of 70 and was credited
and $140 deposited
settled his account by paying $238.87, cents.
with the territorial treasurer, but as
and by an account of the New Mex Account of Pennsylvania
Develop
up
was
charged
$40
to material aclean I'rintlng Co., allowed ugalnst tne
ment to.
count, I have In order to correct
penitentiary for printing and materreAmount of balance shown by
original entry, charged Mr. Bursum
ial amounting to $189.95.
In this port. $30.
in failure to credit with the $40.
settlement the Invoices above refer this companyError
with
$30 cash payment
item No. 12. Amount due for
red to as not having been charged. maoe Atay iu, iao4.
Smith
typewriter
o.
Premier
were not laaen into account.
W. R. Carter.
of
Account
4222792,
purchased by Vou. No. 800.
Account of C. W. Dudrow.
to be July 30, 1901, and in exchange for a
of
Amount
balance
shown
Balance shown by former report, due, 327. To errors l:i falling to
Premier No. 1. 13602, the
$198.64. To this should be added the charge Invoice 1437, $90; 1520, $90, Smith
former number cannot be located,
following Invoices, not charged, and and 1522, $90, and by the further $92.25."
which were not taken into aocount error in falling to credit Mr. Carter
This typewrltter was disposed of
Mr. Dudrow a state
when making
with a $270
remittance under by Mr. Bursum by trading same for
ment: Invoice 1042, $1.60; invoice date of Dec. cash
6, 1903 leaving
Mr. a horse. The horse Is today in serlorn, i8.zt; invoice ius&, i; invoice Carter's balanca the same ai rtated, vice at the penitentiary and the
1023, $1.60; invoice 1064, $3.13; in- $27.
typewrltter is in tne possession of a
voice 1093, $3.13; invoice 1223, 60
Will say here that these three in Miss Alderete. a clerk in the ottlce
cents. Invoice 1227, $1.26, making a voices above referred
charg- of the territorial engineer.
to
were
See the
total of $20.76 not charged. Under ed to the A. T. & S. F. R. It., and testimony of Marcel! no Alderete.
date of August 17, 1890, error by of course that company refused to
No.
13.
of
"item
check
Amount
failure to credit amount $8.80 as an pay the sanre.
and Holman January 26, 1903,
offset and also in the same year an Aocount of Woman's Board of Trade. Anson
not
on
entered
cash
book
but
entered
offset of $64.15. Under date of May
Amount shown to be due by re- on journal page 388, and then erased.
9, 1904, Mr. Dudrow was entitled to port. $145.
In charging
In
a credit of $72.80 on account of voice No. 2894.Error
$40. and on the credit
In checking up this account. I find
by
1882,
No.
error
invoice
and
credit
side appears a credit of $20, for
Anson and Holman were em
on part of examiner
in cnarging which there was no authority mak- that
to this credit, and 1 have accordingly
this amount as a dobit, Mr. Dudrow ing amount due of $205 as per books. charged
Is entitled to
a further credit of By Investigation, however, I have as- amount. Mr. Bursum with this
$145.60. making amount
of total certained the fact that under date
"Item No. 14. Amount of double
credits together with error last men of Dec. 11, 1901, $140 In cash was credit
to
Colorado Fuel & Iron
tioned. $218.65; leaving Mr. Dudrow s paid and a rebate of $5 allowed Co., per the
credit through contingent
correct balance, 85 cents, Instead of which covers balance shown to be fund on Journal
page 211, Oct. 25,
$198.64, which an attempt was made due of $145 In the report.
The oth- 1901. $38.72 and Vou. No. 316, War.
to collect and of course which Mr. er Item of $60 was incurred for car1(49.
Nov. 29. 1901.
$21.82.
and
Dudrow refused to pay.
ing for the cemetery by convicts, Vou. 360. War. 1648, Nov. 29, 1901,
Account of Manuel Baca.
was in charge of the Woman's $16.90 $38.72.
which
Balance shown by report, $103.88. Board of Trade, and it Is claimed
This Is corrnct and I have charged
Error by failure to charge back that this money was paid by the
Wo$38.-7- 2.
check of $18.65, given to apply on man's Board of Trade to guards over- Mr. Bursum with the amount.
account which check was returned seeing the convicts while at work.
"Item No. 15. Amount paid for
unpaid and consequently that amount Account of Santa Fe County Jail.
one whim and wire rope,
Vou.
should be added to Mr. Baca's bill,
to be due. 12.95. No. 359, June, 1903, favor Hendriq
shown
Balance
making the amount due from Aug. By error In falling to credit cash and Bothoff for $111.62. freight paid
3UUi last, $122.53.
payment of July 9, 1904, 75 cents, per Journal, page 401, $10.56 $122.-18- ."
Account of Juan Ortiz.
leaving balance Aug. 30, last, $2.20.
by
report,
shown
$8.88.
Balance
Account of R. M. Nogle.
This whim was purchased for the
To error in invoices, 2022, $1.50, and
lo amount shown to be due by purpose of prospecting for coal near
242, $7, making an additional charge report. $8.
By error In falling
to the city of Santa Fe on the land of
of $8.50, and by errors In failure to credit cash payment made June 10, Jacob Weltmer and the whim, today,
lnvolco 1904. II. Correct balance Au. 7lh is still standing at the prospect hole,
ere. lit arror in charging
445 $7, invoice 2067 $2.40, and by last, $7.
unless same has been removed by
further error to credit cash pay- Account of F. Garcia.
Trelford.
ment of January 10, 1902, making a
Balance shown to be due. $2. Fr- 'Item No. 16. Amount of freight
total credit of $14.40, which was not ror In failing to credit cash payment claimed
to have been paid as per
taken into aocount and leaving a of Oct. 10, 1904. $3. Mr. Garclas cash book, page No. 10, Sept. 4,
balance due by Mr. Ortiz to the peni- aocount Is balanced.
1900, $250. and page No. 11, Oct. 16.
tentiary on Aug. 30th last instead of Account of Grant Itlvenburg.
No
1900. $115 $365.
record of
$8.88.
Balance shown to be due by re freight bills and until proper receipts
Account of F. A. Manzanares.
port, $209.07.
Failure to credit by can be produced, this amount cor- 1
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that I could ret th endorsementue Morning Journnl democrat, which would have resulted In temporarily
.aviiie:.t of pny material on; of
cured to the New Mexico penitenNow I want
funds l. absolutely false and of either if I wanted It. to
tiary a brick plant and other proper-e- v ppeared with a special supplement discrediting tin and defeating the reMr. Burtrue that a you to show this letter
worth approximately $90,000 to he day before the territorial repub-Ica- n- publican candidate for delegate to without foundation.
wa m tne time sum and talk It over,' and lot ms
central committee met at Albu- congress and possibly defeating a re- sh i.nifM f :timc-$100,000, maintaining at least 100
Increasing the uerque, which special supplement publican leglsl.fure. I had abundant nii'. ly lli-- i AniePlc.:. lumber Co., know by return mall If possible as acto
prisoners, without
or reontalned several pages of clopely reasons, based' upon facts which Alt.querqtie. to Sin An'rnlo, New whether Mr. Bursum Intends" to he
appropriation
maintenance
If
appropriation printed matter with glaring headlines since have l.ien confirmed, that Me;.i n. which shl n.M was billed to cept the chairmanship again.
special
In the city of Santa Fe, personally ceiving any
San does not, I will neip an i can in any
denouncing me as a thief and em- - Governor
Hagerman
therefor?
those the New Mexlro tieHlntlary,
appeared H. O. Bursum, accompaand
to
he
I
way
Intends
can be useful. If
eialer, and conveved the Impres associated with him had entered Antonio, New Mexico; it. Is also true
nied by hi counsel, H. M. DougherA. Yes. that Is correct.
The only sion
do so, it will be my duty, as I see
ty, ninl nh? being by me first duly special appropriation which the pen
that the shortage In the ac Into a conspiracy for the pur- that Fairbanks. Morse & Company of It.
that he be set aside
sworn on his oath, testified as fol- - itentiary received during the time I counts would amount to Si 0,000 or pose of defeating and destroying, If Denver, Colorado, at onty time made and toalldemand
charges and rumors Investimatter I after- possible, the republlrnn organization a shipment of steel tanks) from Goswas one . for $80,000. This sametelegraphed
was superintendent
years.
A
For twenty-ni- x
gated.
Mexto the and its candidates for office.
wards learned was
It Is hen, Indiana, hilled to the New
payIn
$5,000 and one for $8,000
C V. S A
1 trust mat I nave mane tnis mat
and west, north and south, to a notorious fact that those persons ico Penitentiary, San Antonio; they
ment of material furnished the ter- east
Referee.
not be misII
newspapers
Haworking
the
closely
also billed some windmills in the ter plain and that I will any
which
most
with
allied
Governor
There
Q.
occupa ritory for other Institutions.
State your name. n
personal
rce of the Journal democrat were german were secretly, and some of same manner; it Is also true that understood as having
were several years In which the aption and place of residence.
Is simply
matter,
In
feeling
it
the
at
them openly, using every effort at Hendrle und Iiolthoff of Denver
A. H. O. Bursum, forty years old. propriation fell short by reason of ble to reach.
deep and unchangeable conviction
Q. State If you know or If you their command to defeat the election one time shipped two whims, billedstock raiser, reside at Socorro, New the fact that the levy did not pro
Also to defeat to the New Mexico Penitentiary, Cer- that Innocent as he may be, It would
duce the amount attempted to be nve heard how tho Journal Demo of Delegate Andrews.
Mexico.
be
a serious party mistake for him to
republican can- rillos, N. M. These gods were or
crat received the copy of the alleged the election of every
Q. How long have you been a res provided.
in the leadership of the parfor the Legislative assembly dered by H. o. Bursum, who hap- continue
ident of New Mexico?
Q.
During your administration of Xpert s report and the person or didate
whom they suspected might not do pened to be at the same time super- ty, to all Intents and purposes.
year.
A. For twenty-si- x
the New Mexico penitentiary what Is persona who gave It to them?
I shall do nothing in this matter
of the New Mexico peniO. Whnt official position
hnve known as the Scenic Highway beA. I understand that the said re their bidding as members of the Leg- intendent They
were paid for out of until I hear from you. which I
you held. If any, during your resl- - tween the cities of Santa Fe and Las port was delivered either In person islature. Wherever It was Impossible tentiary.
do by next Monday morning
my
personal
hruld
by
personul
asfunds,
Hagermau
mv
for
his
Governor
and
ence In this territory?
Vages was conceived and partially
r by the personal authority or Gov-rn- sociates to control the republican checks, which checks I still retain. at least.
Hagerman and that he arrang- - conventions, they
A. I was sheriff of Socorro county completed by convict labor, was It
Thanking
advance for
either promoted fu- The billing to the New Mexico Peni prompt answeryounna inassuring
d to have 20,000 copies of this sup sion
not?
you or
during the years 189'.. mm. lx
good tentiary at the points mentioned was
of
cloak
tickers
under
the
newsto
plement
sent
out
various
the
nd 1898: was a member of the ter
A.
Yes, sir; I built approximately
he strictest connaence in tnis mat
government for the purpose of fight- an error upon the part of the ship
ritorial legislative council from the 15 miles of road; the original survey papers of the territory free of charge ing the republicans
openly, or In the pers, and which fact was called to ter.
district composed of Socorro and S- of the Santa Fe end was made under or circulation and that all papers absence of their ability to form such
YOurs very truly,
their attention at the time nnd which
f both political parties that were
my personal direction and for the
W1L.L ROBINSON,
ierra counties during the 33rd legis
party,
they would sec- errors can only be accounted for by
opposition
an
lative assembly; wns superintendent first two years there was only appro willing to accept the same for circu- retly and underhandedly use their in- reason of the letters ordering such
Editor Register-Tribunwith such fluence In favor of the democrats material having been written
lation were furnished
of the territorial penitentiary during bated the sum of is.oon. one-haupon
the years commencing the first day of which was allotted to the Lns Ve- copies; and that Governor Hagerman where such democrats were known to penitentiary stationery.
EXHIBIT I. (COPY.)
These enercopies be friendly to Governor Hagerman getic,
of May. 1899. until the 12th dny of gas end the other to the Santa Fe Iso caused 600 typewritten
would-b- e
detectives,
who William C. Reld, Attorney General.
C. Abbott,'
April. IKOfi, Inclusive: oovertng a end. This sum Included surveys and f this report to be made aud sent and
Edmund
There is no caused these Infamous Innuendo to
ut from his office, which reports doubthisIn administration.
period of approximately seven years, all other expenditures.
Assistant Attorney General.
I per
be circulated, which they calculated
my
had
mind
that
office
were
Gov
the
mailed
of
mayor
from
present
and I am tho
of the
of New Mexico, Office of
Q.
Please state what other use
mitted this suit to have been brought would brand me as a "grafter, might Territory
Hagerman under and by his Governor
city of Socorro.
the Attorney General.
Hngerman
would have have easily ascertained the facts In
territorial purposes you made of ernor
persons
varIn
to
personal
Q.
direction
Please state briefly the condi for
Fe, September 25, 1906.
Santa
you
he convicts during the period
caused, In order to further his policy the premise by consulting the books
ious parts of the territory.
tion of the New Mexico penltenlary were
or the re- of the shippers and therefrom ascer- Mr. H. O. Bursum, Socorro, New
superintendent?
defeat
of
destuctlon
and
at the time you became the superinyou
reQ. State whether or not
Mexico.
publican party, copies of this suit to tain how, when, bv whom nnd In
A. I furnished labor for the build- tendent of that Institution, and re
Dear Sir: Preliminary to bringing
eived a copy of that report or any have been printed without number what manner these materials were
ng of the territorial capttul.
cite briefly the changes that were
Hagerman
against you for an accounting
or
Governor
action
from
Is
upon
letter
you
gossip
Q.
paid
would
During
In
for.
This
nbsurd
were
time
and scattered broadcast. This
If charge of the thepenitentiary
made during your management
territory, which
please ny other person connected with or probably have been done in a semi its face. Were these materials and of moneys due the you
any there were?
In
charge
terriof
have in your
the
of the affairs
what part you took personally tory
official way, loaning the moral guar goods mentioned to have been pur the territory claims
A.
At the time I took charge of state
ror, X hererjy,
of
Investi
about
the
the
result
hands
and
unaccounted
expense
n supervising and
as
tine
or
conducting
territory
of
the
Hagerman
at
loined
to
antee
its
Governor
the penitentiary there were approxi business?
gation prior to Its publication In the he Justification for the bringing of
can any sane man neneve that they on behair or me territory or .New
mately 160 Inmates; the territorial
make formal demand of you
A.
I took charge
said suit.
Such a proceeding until would have been shipped In open, Mexico,
of everything newspapers?
appropriation
for
maintenance other
to pay Into the territorial treasury
to the
daylight,
readily
un
directed
adjudicated
broad
can
finally
mere
A.
be
than
the
matter
detail
not.
of
I
did
amounted annually to the sum of of the running of the penitentiary.
Penitentiary at San Antonio, upon receipt or this letter, the
nigniy
U. Did you ever at any time re derstood would have Deen
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molly stands to a debit to H. O. Bursum."
These amounts were paid for
freight and Mr. Rursum ha produced check stubs, showing payment.
This concludes the answering of all
Vperitic Items mentioned In the demand. Other Items charged to Mr.
llursum In the report, after having
been Investigated by the attorney
general, were not deemed worthy to
Include in nw nrst demand, tne second demand for a lesser amount, nor
In the third demand which appears
In the testimony of H. O. Bursum
and which he paid under protest, but
In the accounts of biUs receivable
made up by the former examiner, appears a ditblt of J. J. McNary, of La-.Vegas, for 30,000 brick, amount of
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With reference to the McNary acaccount and the city of Santa Femade
count, attached are statements
by Mr. Bursum.
With regard to that part of the
report dealing with permanent Improvement fund and other funds,
such as salary account, general main
tenance, scenic route, etc., no doubt
figures given on game in former report are correct, as they were copied
from either books in the office of the
territorial auditor or treasurer.
Regarding the charges of misman
agement, Mr. Bursum has stated his
side of the case in his testimony. I
bave not attempted to go Into these
matters as the question of money
was not involved and only Irregularis
ties and mismanagement charged.
Shortly after I was appointed
referee, Hon. K. C. Gortner, assist'
ant attorney general and district at
torney for the counties of Santa Fe
and Taos, notified me by a written
communication that he would like to
appear before me and be heard re
rardlng matters,
The ones
Bet forth In the demand and which
be as district attorney had presented to the grand Jury of Santa Fe
county, at lta Septeimlber. 11(06, ses
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aminer made his report, In order was
use same as a check. This he
unable to do but Mr. Gortner has
been to the office several times dur
lng the progress of this examination
of which visits Is probably
and result
bast explained bv the following com
munication, which I am Instructed
to hand you.

1907, I caused to appear before me
H. O. Bursum for the purpose of testifying In the cause under Investigation, and on the said 27th day of
June, at the hour of 10 o'clock a. m.
at my office In the capltol building
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tory In any manner
or for any
amount whatsoever, that It will not
be necessary for you or any one 1m
to bring suit to collect It, for I have
always been ready and willing to
have all of my accounts thoroughly
Investigated, and If It should be shown
that I am Indebted In any amount
that I was ready to at once pay the
some.
In the keeping of accounts of the
penitentiary, I of course was, as
every warden has been and will be,
compelled to depend upon the ac- curacy of those keeping the books of
the Institution and 1 have every reason to bellevT, and do now believe,
that those who kept the books during my administration did so with
accuracy; however, when It was ln
tlmated by rumor that It was destr
able that the books of the penitentiary should be audited. I at once tendered to the governor of this territory the services of a qualified person familiar with the affairs of the
penitentiary to act at my expense In
conjunction with or assist any person
or persons who might be chosen by
the territory, and if It was foumi
that there was any Inaccuracy In the
books or that 1 was In any manner
Indebted to the territory that I
would abide by the result of such
Investigation.
Your letter being the first communication which has been directed
to me In connection of the auditing
I
of the books of the penitentiary,
therefore take this occasion to say
that I stand ready and willing to
pay over to the territory every cent
which may be found to be due to It
from myself. To that end 1 authorise H. M. Dougherty to meet with
you In Santa Fe. and If It appears on
the face of the books or otherwise
that any mistakes have been made,
or that I am In any manner Indebted
to the territory, I authorize him at
once to pay in such amount,
Tou
appreciate the fact that as to any
mistakes In the bookkeeping. If any
there be, that I am dependent entirely upon the books of the Institution and therefore request that you
permit my representative to examine
with you the alleged Items which are
said to have been Incorrectly charged
or omitted. I am.
Very truly yours,
H. O. BURSUM.
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an Innocent man on tthe lilt"
gallows
to brand myself with so fearfulthana
crime."
Strange History.
Strange Is the life story of "Lord"
Barrlngton. whose true name is believed to be Frederick Seymour.
In detail, It Is almost an
parallel to that of real Lord exact
Barrlngton, who lived 100 years ago,
even to the crimes of forgery, burglary, bigamy and murder.
Barrlngton Is an Englishman.
He
came to St. Louis when the world's
fair was in the formative stage. Introduced hi
as a titled representative of the Brit
on suvtri iiinent ana was mildly feted.
a fasflilonable place he met Miss
.,A
Wllhelmina Grace Cochran, whom he
wooed with marvelous tales of his
,
rastrip In that .i
land. They were married.
VI

("it

800-roo- m

Miss Cochran's brother, of Kansas City, came to Investigate.
He
did not like the style of his new
brother-in-laand kicked him out of
the house. Oddly enough, Barring-to- n
was
for disturbing the
peace andarrested
a police magistrate sentenced him to a term in the workhouse.
Many prominent
men petitioned
the mayor to pardon him and this
was done.
Notorious.
Barrlngton was immediately employed an a star attraction by a saloonkeeper under the nominal title of
"manager."
Hundreds of men flocked to the place to see the man who
had suddenly become so noted.
Among them was James P. McCann, a native of Kentucky, a horse
owner and "good fellow." One day
he went Into the place, introduced
himself to Barrlngton. slapped $50
down on the bar. told him he was
"all right" and invited him to go
to his house to live, board free. out
'Barrlngton went.
On June 18, 1903, he and McCann,
who had become Inseparable companions, went to a summer garden.
Barrlngton returned to the
alone and told Mrs. McCann a house
story
of her husband having been called
out of town suddenly. A few days
later a body which was identified as
that of James P. McCann was found
near Bonflls, In a deserted quarry
pond. He had been shot to death.
lllarrlngaon was convicted of murder. Citizens of Knglash became Interested in his behalf, and the British government furnished money
appeal his case. It was taken throughto
every court of the United States, hut
eaioh
tribunal in turn affirmed his
guilt.
w

That Boy Next Door

""'PWiil,!,.1

jm

Somebody will have to curb That .
That Boy Next Door made
Boy Next Door. He Is almost too hisWell.
raft as per directions, and then
destructive to have round a civilized
rni mio me nouse to
for that
adobe. He Is too exupenstve.
handy piece of cloth. Itlook
wa. ih
That Boy Next Door has no rest His mother had just paid $5 for a
In him.
If he isn't doing one thing
wnne utDieoloth, one that
he Is doing another.
He varies it she had been boning
father to
onco In a while by doing a boy. But buy for her for a long his
time. It was
that doesn't tell about his latest of- - a "large, square piece of
cloth
such
tense.
as s to be found about almost every
He got hold of a book, one of house." and In about four minium
those which tell a boy how to do all it had been put up on the raft for
sorts of wonderful things In wood a sail.
craft, carpentry,
archery, hunting,
It is needless for me to explain
fishing, seamanship, etic. One of the what kind of treatment the nice, new
articles was entitled,
"Every Boy 15 table cloth got.
It Is also unnecessary for me to
It told how to
285.56 His Own Raftsman."
territorial treasury
make a raft, and advised the addi- state wnai Kind or treatment the boy
It is enough to Bav that the
S2, 970.38 tion of a sail made of "any large, got.
Total
square piece of cloth to be found people next door have a commodious
Credit H. O. Bursum March
about almost every house."
woodshed.
500.00

1906.

Long Live the King
is the popular cry throughout European countries, while in America,
the cry of the present day la "Long
live Dr. King's New Discovery, King
of Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
whtoh Mrs. Julia Ryder Paine,
Turro, Mass., says: "It never fall
to give immediate
relief and to
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs.
Paine's opinion is shared by a majority of the Inhabitants of this coun
try. New Discovery cures weak lungs
and sore throats after all other
remedies have failed; and for coughs
and colds it's the only sure cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c and
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It nourishes, sustains
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and promotes health. 'Tis
always an act of courtesy
to serve Pabst Blue Ribbon.
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BASE BALL

12,470.38

Keep a few bottles of
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer in
the icebox, ready to serve
at meals or between meals.
It is the most refreshing
of all summer drinks.

Prescott, Aria., July 17. For the
first time In seven years the Crown
King mine In the Bradshaw mountains Is being operated In a practical
manner. Sufficient exploitation has
been given the property to prove that
this ohl producer Is a yet valuable
proposition.
The Starlight group In the Weaver
district has passed to the control of
W. E. Whitney of Walllngford. Conn.,
for a consideration of 125,000. While
the property has been considered a
good gold proposition its development has been retarded by Its lsola
lion from railroad transportation.
A very promising strike of rich ore
has been made In the Red Bluff
mines In the Black Hills district,
operated by 8. Morrison and son.
The strike was made at a depth of
Is
30 feet and the ore
a copper
glance, red oxide and copper sulphides, carrying values of from 7 Mi
to 25 per cent copper and from 110
to $20 In gold per ton.
The Monarch Mlnlnr t o. is to equip
Its property with a 100-to- n
reduction
plant to be erected on the site of the
one destroyed by fire on April It.
Charles W. Piatt, general manager of
the company, xvas In Denver recently
In conference with President James
T. Ross, of Macon, Oa., regarding the
purchase of the necessary equipment.
It Is expected that the plant will be
In operation by November 1.
The McKlnley Mining & Develop
ment Co. Is making preparations to
Ptart sinking a shaft on Its Peacock
mine in the Copper Basin district. A
hoisting plant Is to be installed at
once.
Preparations are under way to
start development on the (.old Bug
mine In the Squaw Peak district, recently taken over by the Verde Gold
Bug Mining company. The property
Is considered one of the promising
prospects of the district.
Globe.
The past month proved to be the
busiest In the history of the Old Dominion Co., and a' larger force was
employed than ever before. The output for the month totaled about
pounds and with the blowing
In of the fifth furnace, which will
some
occur
time this month, the
monthly output should total fully
3.750.000 pounds.
Development xvork and the extraction of ore at the Copper Hill and
Black Hawk mines of Ihe Arizona
Commercial Co. continues xvlth excellent results and a considerable tonnage Is being taken from the open
cuts on the surface of the Cochise
claim.
Sinking In the Oem shaft of the
rilobe Consolidated is being vigorously prosecuted and a depth of about
760 feet has been attained. The cross
cuts on the 500 level, on xvhlc-- work
was discontinued, have been sealed
n
with concrete dams. The
shaft Is now down to a depth of
661 feet in dlorlte.
The Superior & Boston Is now
sinking In Its three active properties.
the lireat I. astern, the Limestone and
the Black oxide. In the latter a
winze Is being sunk on the vein In
the west drift and Is still In ore,
xvhlc-grows richer xvlth depth. Sinking has been resumed In the Limestone shaft and the ore recently encountered In the crosscut will be
opened from Htiother level.
Cmiips.
In
the
Jerome District: Mining
Jerome district Is moving along In a
very satisfactory manner despite the
delay In the receipt of a large
amount of machinery. At the Verde
Grande Superintendent Scott is placing the hoisting machinery In position and when completed will be one
of the most complete plants In the
for the
district.
The machinery
Mazapll Copper Co.. is en route from
Los Angeles. Operations at the property are continuing In a very satisfactory manner. Thos. Taylor Is
rapidly getting work under way on
the Eureka property recently taken
ever by him.
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Crown King and Other Val
uable Prospects worked
Practically.

to save the life wof "Lord" F. Seymour Barrlngton, one of the most
notable prisoners or modern times,
has been started bv
ard. of Cincinnati. A petition, which
is now being widely circulated, will
be presented to Governor Folk, of
Missouri, asking him to
bogus lord, who was adjudged guilty
or tne murder of his
benefactor, James P. McCann.
Harrington has been In
at
Clayton, St. Louis county, forJailmore
than four years, and is condemned
to die July 25.
1 will not awept a pardon,"
savs
. ...
i ..
.
Karrlnirtnn
....... in' hl iunu
utrii.
io
do that would be an
admission of
guilt, and I am not guilty of mur- -
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KXIIiniT 7. (COPY.)
(KXH1BIT A.)
Full list of all of the amounts ns
finally demanded by you from Mr. H
O. Bursum, which Is paid In full
with the treasurer's certificate accom
panying the letter with which this Is
aitacnea ana ine uui ueposnea ny
190B,
Mr. Bursum March 30.
for
which you have allowed credit:
Receipts on journal but not
S
on cash book
168.45
V. S. warrant for support of
U. S. prisoners
899.36
Amount of O. W. Bond &
Bros, check No. 209
677.13
Amount of warrant No. 2012
withdrawn balance General Maintenance Fund 54th
152.27
fiscal year
Amount of double credit for
freight on brick machinery as shown on cash
book; also In contingent
437.48
fund
Amount of check Anson &
Holmaji Jan. 26, 1903
200.00
Amount of double credit on
payments to Colo. Fuel &
Iron Company per credit
through contingent
fund
also by warrants Nob.
38.72
164$ and 1649
Amount for lumber furnish26.46
ed to Otero
Amount unaccounted for, as
shown between the day
book record and cash sales
84.86
and the cash book
Amount
collections
made
and not turned In to the

30,

CITIZEN.

Death Rather Than Pardon
IMPROVEMENTS
Is Lord Barrington's Plea

.

F.XHIB1T . (COPY.)
Santa Fe, N. M.. Oct. 2, 1906.
Hon. J. H. Vaughn. Territorial Treasurer. Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir: The Hon. W. C. Reld,
attorney general of the territory of
New Mexico, for and on behalf of the
territory of New Mexico, has demand
of
ed of H. O. Bursum,
the territorial penitentiary, the sum
of two thousand four hundred seventy and
dollars, and threatens
to Institute suit against the said H.
O. Bursum If the same be not paid.
protests
Mr. Bursum
that this
amount, or any amount whatever, Is
not due or owing from him to the
said territory and that the same Is
unjustly demanded;
but herewith
hands you the sum of two thousand
four hundred seventy and thirty-eigone hundredths dollars to ue
placed to the credit of the territory
under protest and expressly and fully
reserving all of his rights and remedies therein.
Very truly yours,
II. M. DOUGHERTY.
Received the above amount this
second day of October. 1906, from
H. O. Bursum under protest as stated
in the foregoing letter.
J. H. VAUGHN.
Territorial Treasurer.

EVENING

HELP WANTED.
UJLP WANTED IfT that Is your
crying need, a want ad in The

Evening Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty of employes.
WANTED.

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

Iibtnit

Furniture,
Pianos, Organs
With the
Horses, Wagons and other Chattel
also on 8ALARIE8
AND
WAR!
The flexible sole Red Cross
HOUSE! RECEIPTS, as low as lit
and aa high as IJ00.
Loans ar Shoe is
from
quickly mad and strictly
private
Time: On month to one year given fne start.
Goods remain In your
possession
The burnine and a
Our rates are reasonable. Call ane
caused by stiff soles and the
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
jtvils of thin soles are preSteamship tickets to and from a
sented by the Red Cross. It
parts ot the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
Co.
enables a woman to be on her
303 H West Railroad Aye,
Experienced bookkeeper
WAITED
Feet for Lours at a time with
PRIVATE OFFICES.
that can do telegraphing. Address,
Open Evening.
A. H. Hilton Mer. Co., San Antonio,
:omfort.
On

f

general
WANTED Woman
for
housework; good cook. Wages 130.
Mrs. Uregory Page. Oallup. N. M.
WANTED At once, good man and
wife to cook for three. Good wages.
Also house and bridge carpenters.
Colburn s Employment, 515 S. 1
WANTED
Gunny sacks, all kinds.
E. W. Fee. 602 South First street.
WANTED Boy with pony to deliver
papers. Apply at this office.
a white
Immediately.
WANTED
y
camp cook.
Apply

ootnjf

comfortable

chin?

Horabln-Mc-Owffe-

N. M.
WANTED

A flret class cook for the
Santa Fe restaurant. Price no object If thecooklsrlght.
WANTED
First class cook at Allen
hotel. Must furnish reference. $50
per month.
J. M. Allen, Magda-len-

PROFESSIONAL
LAWYERS.

a.

N. M.
People
WANTED

who want something, to advertise In The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
bvndred fold.
WANTED
Ladles who wish stylish
dressmaking. Also apprentice, call
on Miss C. P. Crane,
613 North
Second street. Millinery at half
price.
WANTED At once, woman to 3o
housework;
small family, good
Inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges,
wnies.
4 23 North Second street.
Organizers, either sex, on
WANTED
salary or 1100 a month and expenses for an
association, paying weekly sick and accident benefits and furnishing
free
medical attendants to all Its memwill
be
bers. Liberal contract
made with producers of business.
American Sick and Accident Association, Buffalo, N. T.
SALESMEN WANTED.
MEN WANTED.
HEN WANTED Somewhere even
day. If you are looking for a Job
put a want ad In The Evening Citizen's want column and It will do
the rest.
Hill KENT.
FOR RENT House furnished com
plete for housekeeping. See M. L.
SchuL, 219 South Second street.
FOR RENT 'A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use or bath, very reasonable; no Invalids. Hotel Cralge,
Silver avenue, between First and
Second streets.
t'UK RENT Furnished cottage flats
and rooms for housekeeping, cheap
for the summer. By the month $10
and $15. or by the week. Mrs. E.
K. Norrls. 110 East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Several small cottagei.
all nicely furnished for housekeeping.
J. B. Block, Jemes
Hot
Springs, N. M.
EMPLOYMENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
The Citizen's want column will furnish you a quick and ready means
of securing It at a minimum expenditure. Put a want ad In The
Citizen today and be at work tomor-

A stylish

SALESMEN WANTED.

Ira

CARDS shoe that's
absolutely
comfortable

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, It F.8t
N, W., Washington. Tt. Ci.
TnalAfia
land patents.
convrlehta.
iun,l.
letter patents, trade marks, claims
11. W. It. R.van
ATTORNET AT LAW. Altnnn
que, N. M. Office,
First Nations
Manic building.
K. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
nm
Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. SI
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
v...,i
Rooms 1 ind a., rj
UUIlUJUf
over O'RIelly
s. drug store. Phont
.
XT
n
ti
w. iii,
maae
oppoiniments
by mal.
f
UK. C. A. ELLER,
rwntir
N. T. Armllo Bulldlnar.
Phma a0
Edmund 4. Alger, It. D. 8.
No. lOt Railroad
vnna rkn.
hours, t a. m.. to 11:80 p. m.j 1:11
p. m. to I p. m. Both phones. Ap
polntments mads by mail.
W. Af. KIIF.itinAIV M ri
Homeopathic Physician and Snrgeoa
occidental Life Building. Tele
phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. R-- L. HCST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo BIdf.
Tuberculosis treated with ui.
Frequency Electrical
an
Current
Germicide. Treatments given eacl
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trainee
nurse In attendance.
Both phones
DKS. BRONSON A HHOXSON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's nrm Ktnn
ri.nn.
oini-ana residence. 628,
DH. C. A. Fit WkPhysician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and S. Rnrnotr 1,1,1 o. Of.
flee hours 8 to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8
p. m.

JV. St, KtJ Om

tin S4.00Blmktr.
CtU

)xfords,
$3-- 5

iigh Shoes,

B9l

$4.00

ksf

Let us fit you,

CHAPLIN

WFJI.

Railroad Avaaoa

121

EXCURSION
-T-

O-

Colorado

e-- 8,

And Principal Eastern Point
On Sale Dolly

e

June Is! to Sept. 30th

via

UNDERTAKER
BORDERS

row.

rou

SAUL.

ARCHITECTS
Inquire
at
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Bar
619 North First street or phone nett building, Albuquerque, N.
II
14S7.
phones.
Both
A SNAP
best paying hotel busi
ihe
ness In New Mexico for 1 1,800 cash.
NOTARY rCKLIC.
See M. L. Schutt, 219 South Second
street.
Tlios. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Chllders.
FOR SALE Nice pony, also second
11
hand buggy and driving cart. W. West Gold avenue.
H. McMllllon. 2!t West Cold ave.
COR SALE Fine young Jersey bull
Tlie Charming Woman.
Inquire mornings, at 611 North
Is not necessarily one of perfect form
First street. Geo. A. Blake.
features. Many a plain woman
FOR SALE Half Interest In estab and
who could never serve as an artist's
llshed poultry business. Bred-to- possesses those rare qualities
model
Lay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
ail the world admires: neatness.
prop., 12th street and Mountain that
eyes,
clear
clean smooth skin and
road.
that sprlghtllness of step and action
Batteries Stimmell and Sullivan;
accompany
good health. A phymat
Vlams and MtDonough.
FOUND Through the want column sically weak woman
is never attract
R. H. E.
Second game
Evening
ot
Citizen,
what
The
Just
not even to herself.
2
Electric
6 11
Lincoln
you
looking
An ive,
for.
have
been
restore
3
weak women, give
5 12
Denver
advertising source sure to oring re Bitters
eyes,
strong
nerves,
bright
smooth
and Zlnran
Batteries Clcotte
turns for small expenditure. Try a velvety skin, beautiful complexion.
Bell, Bohannon and McDonough.
want ad and be convinced.
Guaranteed at all druggists, 60c.
o
LOST.
American Association.
Our ROCGR DRT work aon'ahavt
At Kansas City: Kansas City 7; In- - LOST A ladies
purse, containing
dlanaiiolis 4.
several rings, watch, locket, card to be washed over. Imperial Laun
At Minneapolis: Minneapolis 3; To
with ladies' name and address. $25 dry Co.
ledo 1.
Lost Sunday, July 14
reward.
A.t Milwaukee:
Milwaukee 5; Co
Return to this ofllee.
Rati Burns Quickly Healed.
lumbus 3.
"I am so delighted with what
At St. Paul: St. Paul 1; Louis LOST On Friday last; delivery man
dining
board
Chamberlains
table
delivered
three
Salve has done for me
ville 6.
to wrong party.
Party having that I feel bound to write and tell
same please notify Mrs. Schary, IK you so," says Mrs. Robert Mytton,
Deafnia Cannot Ba Cured
South High street.
457 John St., Hamilton, Ontario. "My
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the car.
Baby won't suffer five minutes with little daughter had a bad burn on
Chamberlain's
There is only one way to cure deafness, croup if you apply
Dr.
l nomas her knee. I It applied
and that Is by constitutional remedies. Eciectrlc oil at once.
healed beautifully."
It acts like salve and
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condi magic.
This salve allays the pain of a burn
tio of the mucous lining of the Eusmost Instantly. It is for sale by all
tachian Tube. When this tube Is InflamIt,
druggists.
Word
for
a
Postmaster's
Take
ed you have a rumbling sound or Imper
fect neanng, and wneo it is entirely Mr. M. F. Hi a. '..Da, postmaster Ot
closed, Deafness Is the result, and un- Cherryvale, Ind., keeps also a stock
See our new Double Long Staple
less the inflammation can be taken out of general merchandise and patent Mattresses.
Sample on exibltlon. No
and this tube restored to Its normal con- medicines. He says: "Chamberlain's better
made for any price. Futrelle
dition, hearing will bs destroyed forever; Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Rem
Co.
I'urr.lture
nine cases out ot ten are caused by
wnicn is not rung dui an in nam edy Is standard here In Its .Inc. It
ledalarm,
never falls to give satisfaction and
condition of the mucous surfaces.
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
We will give One Hundred Dollars for we could hardly afford to oe with your digestive organs and furnish the
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) out It." For sale by all druggists.
natural digestive Juices for your
that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
stomach, it will make you well. KoCure. Hend for circulars free.
"Yxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxjcr
dol digests what you eat. Sold by
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props.
J. H. O RIelly & Co.
Toledo, Ohio.
Sold bv all Druggists. 76o.
i
BARGAINS
REAL ESTATE
Take Hall s family Pills for constipa
Darning stockings Is disagreeable
tion.
work moHt any time, but much more
For Rent
o during the hot season. You can
house,
tlx room brli-Cured Thrw of the Family with One
avoid a good deal of this by buying
ivllur,
Fourth
bath.
Colic,
our
Bottle
of t liuiiilN-rlain'Black Cat hosiery because it
xxarcl
$20.00
t'hiilcra and l..ii'rlioea Remedy.
wear so well. All sizes for men, woHals,
Hope
In
Apartments
purchased
a bottle of Chamber
men and hildren. Prices range from
"I
txxo to six rooms, mod-cIain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
1'a to 60 cents. C. May's shoe store,
$10
314 vx cut Central avenue.
Remedy, and found It to be all
20.00
to
claimed for It In the adertlsements.
I'lmr room brick liouw,
Three of the family have used It with
DeWltt's Little Early Risers. Small,
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
good results In summer complaint.
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. IL
23.00
ward
H. E. Howe, publisher of the Press,
Rlelly & Co.
U'
liouic,
room
Highland, Wis. tor sale by all drug
or
furnished
iikhIitii.
gifts.
Iom
In.
iinlurnllu-.l- ,
Constlputlon.
Tlirtti rooms for! light- For constipation there Is nothing
costive,
"I have bet n somewhat
In. IS. 00
quite so nice as Chamberlain's Stombut Doan's lieKulets gave Just the
South
live rMni Iioiim1,
ach and Liver Tablets. They always
results desired. They act mildly and
Ktni-- l
15.00
Second
produce a pleasant movement of the
regulate
perfectly."
the bowels
First
room
frame.
llxe
bowels without any disagreeable ef
,
George B. Krau-306 Walnut A'e.,
00
20
xx aril
fect. Price, 25 cents. Samples free
Altouna, i'a
For sale by all druggists.
A cleansing, clean, cooling, soothGIt ns your ROUGH DRV
ing, healing household remedy is De
215 W st Gold Jve.
Mopdav, end get It back Wednesds
Witt's Carbollzed Witch Hasel Salve.
imperial Laundry Co.
Sold by J. H. O Rlelly at Co.

Full SALE Furniture.

48-4-

c

m

liouM-kit-pIng- ,

A. Montoya

ifl

Low rates, long; limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and wa
will plan your trip back east-- Wears all going. Why not youT

T. E PURDY, Agent

A.T.&S.F.RY.
D. A. GLEYSTEtt
INSURANCE, REAL E3TAT1
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms II and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Block.
Telephone No.

14

II.

Are you looking tor scmernlngT Remember the want columns of Tha
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to the people and
they talk to you.

MOTT'S

PILLS

PENNYROYAL

lrrr.

Tbey ovtreoia WaknM,
Mrit and oinluloii,Uit-rvlfiu
vii d bauiab " pawna ol mrnahJti
UosV" TLey are
l.ll
loylrfivt womanhttoti, ixiiug ueS
lopmenl of ur jinm mud toueiy.
know a rm-lt',innm tH'lul
fce
t.annjt do hrm-Htthin.
a p.naaur-'- .
com
lif y
M niMit.

ier

fr
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SOB
1

-- vv'
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ir ba

ANN

AhB BY

fcOH

KILL the COUCH
CURE thi LUNC8

and

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
Prler
fohC0UGH8an B0c$1.00
Free Trial.
WITH

ONSUMPTION
OLDS

Surest and Uutckest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY SACK.
WI'.IIubis' Indian ptl
I1 PPDrL JkOialnieiitwill cure blind
-

PI
trig

."! t

1
D

wMei-'U- i

'""- Slu

poul-.ire-

V

,

t

sua

st

irns

il: mum' luriixn

urranie

i.

.

lly

Uru

cunts xii'1

Iii'tiliu

m e, so
,

Pile
sod lto
box
by u. ul n n
fl.Uu.
itLfflh- -

trtrtJ..rt.for Pile
of the privsl)

o. pne
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BALK BT B. TANK

Oia-mri- .t
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BON.

PAGE TEX

-
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PAR APR A PUB

Xlft WEST RAIlBOADAY.'ya

.
1.50
Men's Canvas Shoes and Oxfords
Men's Vici Kid Shoes and Ox
2.50 to 3.50
fords .
Men's Calf Shoes and Oxfords 2.50 to 4.00
Men's Patent Colt Shoes and
.
.
3.50 to 4.00
Oxfords
Women's Canvas Shoes and
.
1.50 to 2.25
Oxfords
Women's Vici Kid Shoes and
1.75 to 5.00
Oxfords
Women's Patent Kid Shoes
2.50 to 5.00
and Oxfords

IX'iiver. Colo., July 17. Generally
fair tonight and Thursday.
W. O. McCoy, of Newfoundland,
arrived nere lasi evening.
J. V. HlWoii, of Magdalenu, arrived here this morning.
F. S. Otero, pherlff of Sandoval
county, arrived here today on busi

XL

ness,

Joe rirown, a mlnlnsr niun of
N. M., urrlved In Albuquerque
Kev. W. A. Tarsons, of the

Methodist rhunth,

Kei-l-

y.

Estan-cl- a

visiting

Is

y.

In

this clly.
Jacob H. Walker and Edward
cf Philadelphia, arrived In the
city last evening.
lr. II. ('. and V. O. Gordon, two
brothers of Motblle, Ala., arrived in
the city last night.
H. O. Crane, J. A. Jones and 8.
E. Smith, of St. Louis, arrived In the
city this afternoon.
James Patterson, accompanied by
his wife, her mother and sister, of
Kansas City, are In the city.
J. U. Sheridan, of Silver Olty, territorial coal Inspector, was a business
visitor in the city yesterday.
Dr. Talmer, a well known physician of Phoenix, Ariz., passed through
Albuquerque yesterday en route east.
C. .Stern and his brother, L. Stern,
representing a large furniture concern of Kansas City, are In the city
today.
W. H. N'ichols, connected with the
Eastern Hallway of New Mexico at
Helen, is transacting business In the
city.
Joseph Vaio, of Vaio Bros., the
North Second street merchants, has
returned from a trip to Italy, his
home.
General Manager James E. Hurley, of the Santa Fe, has been given
Jurisdiction over the Eastern Hallway
y,

Loo-holl-

52

Xor-ui-

See the

Reliance Electrical Co.
Wm

Central

THE WAGNER HARDWARE
1

W. R. R. Ave.l

32

I

Nw

Ij

GO.

Tinners
Savin
Ice Pads

Line of

erators

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

the Navajo reservation.
"We have about thirty of the leadworking for
ing Navajo
us," remarked Mr. Clark. "We have
to make a trip to their hognn once
every six months or oftener, and collect the rugs or some wandering
trader will beat our time.
i"We are buying more Navajo rugs
nowadays than any time In the past.
j More
than fifty people In Albuquer
que have purchased rugs during tne
last few weeks, for an Indian cor
ner or to send back home to rela
as we have opened
tives.
Then
branches In Chicago, St. Louis and
In
other plares
the south, we have
to keep them stocked with rugs."

n.

Bring us your Job wont. Prices
tho very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Tiustness
and calling cards a specialty.

COAL
FOR CASH ONLY

American Block per ton
Ccrrillos Lump
Anthracite Nut
STRIKE IN SIGHT Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, futnaco sizes

END OF TELEGRAPH

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, SlWerware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUAKK DEAL.

9.110

9.50
6.00

San Francisco, July 17. As a result of conferences between Labor
Commissioner Nelll and President S.
J. Small of the Commercial Telegraphers' union, the end of the telegraphers' strike hiis. It Is believed, been
brought Into slsht.
LUMBER MILL WOOD.
It was hinted yesterday about te..$2.50
legraphers' headquarters at Oakland Green
8.25
Factory
that friction had developed between
Small and three members of the executive committee, who came west
with Commissioner Nelll, and one of
them I said to have Intimated that
there would be no extension of the
strike to other cities, whatever the
outcome here.
?
Kennedy's
Laxative Cough
Use
It
Syrup.
with tonic ocean breezes and pur- Contains no opiates.
est ozone while you travel.
drives the cold out of the system by
gently moving the bowels. Contains
Revive
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly as
of
with ever changing pictures
good as maple yrup. Children like
the exquisite opalescent Gulf, the
It. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
glimpses of old Spanish main, the
o
limitless Atlantic and
HTM TALK.
Invigorating Iloth Mind and Body
Everybody buys rugs. But do you
With the 6 days voyage between
buy a seamless? Futrelle Furniture
Company.
GALVESTON AND NEW YORK

WOOD
IV. H. HAHH

Eyes Tested

Ootid an s

Our Green Tag Sale is better and bigger than
ever. Our values are honest. We carry out what
we claim to do in the way of cut prices and the
people are with us.
2oo doz. 50c and 75c
Four-in-Ha-

Green Tagged

Lull

Hart,. Schaffner & Marx 827.50 Suits,

Green Tagged
$19.75
Hartr Schaftner & Marx $24.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
17.75
Sincerity Guaranteed $20.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
14 75
Sincerity Guaranteed $18.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
1275
Sincerity Guaranteed $15.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
11.75
Reliable Suits, worth $14.00, Green
Tagged
10.75
Reliable Suits, worth $12.00, Green
Tagged
8.75'
Entire stock of Men's 50c and 75c
Caps, Green Tagged
25c
Entire Htock of Boys' 50c Caps, Green
Tagged
25c
Entire stock 50c Belts, Green Tagged 25c
Entire stock of 75c and 90c Belts,
Green Tagged
50c
Men's Fine 15c Handkerchiefs, Green
Tagged
6
Boys' Knee Pants, 75c values, Green
Tagged
45c
All our 75c Straw and Crash Hats,
Green Tagged
45c
.

& CO.

Renew Your Health
.

Your Spirits

.

l--

VIA TIIK

MALLORY LINE

Every luxury and comfort of the
modern ocean trip, at lowest excursion rates, Including all of the
comforts of home. Fleet of Magnificent Modern Steel Steamships.
Sailing" from Uulvestoti every
Tuesday, Thursday and Hnturday;
from Mobile every Tuesday: from
Brunswick, ia., every Friday or
Connections at Key
Saturday,
Went, Fla via P. Sc. O. steamer
for t'VB.V and all points In Florida.
Low rates, Including stateroom
berth and meals.
For further particulars ask any
Passenger
or Tlckot
railroad
Agent, or address agent at various ports.
Ask for copy of new and InterMallory Line foldesting
er.
O. II. TAYLOIt, Passenger Traffic
Manairer, 290 Broadway, New
York City.

4c

BOYS' FURNISHINGS
All Boys' 75c Waists and Shirts, Green Tagged
All Boys' Straw and Crash Hats, worth up to
,
75c, Green Tagged

50c
25c

SUSPENDERS
All 50c goods, Green Tagged
.
All 75c and $1.00 goods, Green Tagged

25c
50c

SIMON STERN
The Central Ave Clothier

ge

115 West Gold

Sodoz. High GradeShirts
worth $1. 50 to $2,
95c
Green Tagged

Ties QC

nd

,

$6.50
6.50
8.60

Clean Gas Coke
Smithing Coal.

Premis-s-

SWING!

rug-make- rs

3f

ft

1

115-11- 7

NORTH FIRST STREET

Botwon Railroad and Ccppor A ve. ,

Refrigerators

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

WATER
COOLERS

'

it

Tel. 74

Garden Hose. Gat den Tools $
HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

t

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

Palace

RAILROAD

None Better

AVE
We In rite

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

The Great

Shaw's Bread

mQir

RmIM

Just Removed to 305

Clothing Sale
mm.

m

m

mm

m

-

.

ot
A saving on High Urade Men and Uoy
aid you to prepare for your vacation with very little money.
W,

pr,

MIMA IV

one'iuin

Your choice of all Boys' Wash Suit! in
Russian and Sailor Blouse styles, only

11

win

g

This Sale closes
JULY

20!h

El. Washburn Co.
122 S. SECOND
MBB53SgSgggggS

110 W. GOLD

South Second St
Phone 1056

fl

MIULINBRY

Reduction In Trimmed Hate

it

p L.mUxJ

Pa

THE

WIINDOWS

FANCY DRY COOPS
VA XCV WORK
Mrs. M.

C

224 W.

Wilson

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

Gold

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCKJU6E0

Association Office
Transactions
Quaraniooo

BOSEttflHO'S,

o
o
o
0
0
0
o
0

Stumping Done to Order.
Material fur

IS
STUDY

North Second S net
Specialty of

STYLISH DRISSMAKINQ

mmd

u: 1

Crane

Miss C. P.
512

All Blue and Black Suits reserved.
REMEMBER!

f!;

N FULL

manager

FRESH FISH

THE

Diamond

mot. ;

RUGS

Howard Clark, assistant

IOO North Flret St.
All Kindt of Indian mad Mexican Coodt. The Cheapest
Place to buy Navajo Blankots mad Mtxlcaa Drawn Work
Mall Ordoro Carefully and Promptly filled.

A new8upply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

EVER

atxr'ir,

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

Just Arrived

mm

Eyis

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

Cream
Freezers

most
complete
in the city

Mexico.

D.

OLoRse

Ice

is the

er

MANY

of the ltenham Indian Trading company, of this city, left lant evening
for b trip to the .Indian stores on

Hlg-glnso- n,

Miming and Repairing on

White

Refrig-

WMsrtsiAr,

OF NAVAJO INDIANS

-

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

BUYING

Freese, section foreman of
the Albuquerque division, has been
given ten merit marks for efficient
service in removing merchandise
from a burning car.
D. L. Meyers, an official of the Santa Fe at Topeka, has been appointed
general freight and passenger agent
off the new
division with otnees at
Amarlllo.
of
superintendent
L. M. Gazln,
electricity of the Santa Fe, Is at Helen, making arrangements to Install
electric light In the new depot there,
and at other places along the cut-of- f.
Engineer George Shade, of the Albuquerque division, has been awardCOME! COME!
ed ten merit marks for elllclent serCome to the cash buyers midsumvice rendered In helping another en- mer
sale. Everything reclearance
gineer to repair a truck on an enduced In roods you want for this hot
gine.
Shirt " waists, skirts, underMiss Theta Jones, daughter of Pro- weather.
tan and
in white,
Oxfords
wear.
fessor and Mrs. Fayette A. Jones, black hosiery, sun bonnets, belts;
evening
City.
left last
for Kansas
men's $1.25 shirts 76c; 76c shirts 60c;
From there she will go to southern EriM ahivtv SQp- - men's Bilk faced 60c
Missouri where she will spend the underwear. tic.
Men's and boy's
coming fall and winter in school. Bum mi
TinnitrAri. nf- Other
ll
1. u ' '
Mrs. Jones and son will leave In a bargains. 1 Special
cuts on all kinds
week for Kansas City where they of groceries,
come ana iook; w.j
1
will join Miss Jones.
you. une lemonon
to
wait
of clerks
J. M. Luna, Jr., probate clerk of ade Is free. 112 North Second street.
Valencia county, Is In the city on ac Big lot of granlteware, 23c.
H.

W

For First Class Repairing Work
in Anything Electrical

Plumbers

f

of

count of the Illness of his fire yirtr
old dauvtrter who Is her receiving
treatment for throat ' trouble.
arrived
this
Jl.'rabal
Sllvestr
morning (mm his sheep ranch In Valencia county.
Mrs. Josefa B. de Oancla, of thti
clly, will Uave tonight for a two
weeks' visit in HI
Mrs. Fred Heyn and son returned this mornlnng from a six weeks'
visit to various places in California.
Vlotor Sals, tho well known sheep
man. returned from a visit to
sheep ranch In Socorro county this
morning.
Mrs. John H. Ilothwell and daughter, Jean, of Denver, were In the city
yesterday and guests of Dr. and Mrs.
They left
W. M. Sheridan.
hls
morning for Mexico City to Join Mr.
reIlothwell. who is erecting a large
duction plant near the Mexican capital.
Into the
The coroner's Inquest
causo of the death of Miss EniJiy
Philbr'.ek, which occurred as result
of an accident at Gallup Saturday
morning, when she was run down by
a Santa Fe train, was again continued today by Justice of tho Peace
Dr. Shadrack, a local physician, who was at Gallup when the
accident oexmrred, and who assisted
In dressing Miss Phllbrlck's Injuries,
testified before the Jury this afler-nnoThe train crew and O. F.
trainmaster at Gallup, witnesses of the accident, are expected
here tomorrow, and they will testify
at the next session of the Inquest.
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At REASONABLE PRICES

CITIZEN.

r

M

SEASONABLE SHOES

El XIKQ

ALBUQUERQUE

mm

IIBW.R.R.Al

0o
0
0

0

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

o
0
0
0
0

Alaska Refrigerators
0
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers O
Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing
Mine and Mill
Hercules Powder
and

Tinning.

and

High Explosives

.

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited
1

etroot
eouth rirtt
nr.North
lie,40,
40I,
rtrot etroot

13,

Albuquerque, Net Mexico

o
o
o
0
0
0
0
0
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